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Rukh will not become party

On the legalization of the Ukrainian Catholic Church

Leaders resign from Communist

Unwavering Ukrainian Catholic hierarchs
break off quadripartite commission talks

JERSEY C1TY, N.J. - The Popu–
lar Movement of Ukraine for Perebu–
dova, or Rukh, will not be a political
party, but will maintain its social and
political diversity, and remain a conso–
lidating force in Ukraine, reported
various sources last week.
Delegates to the fourth session of the
Rukh's Great Council held on March 24
in the Carpathian town of Khust voted
against a proposal by 22 activists to
transform the mass organization into a
political party.

Party

During a debate over thfe Rukh's
future, however, Dmytro Pavlychko, a
USSR people's deputy and head of the
Taras Shevchenko Ukrainian Language
Society, announced his and Rukh
leader ivan Drach's resignations from
the Communist Party of Soviet Union,
according to the Ukrainian lndepen–
dent Publishing and information Asso–
ciation of Lviv.
Late reports from Radio Liberty's
Ukrainian desk on March 29 indicated
that another popular Rukh leader and
USSR people's deputy, volodymyr
Yavorivsky, also resigned from the
CPSU. That same day TASS announced
that three other Rukh members, vitaliy
Donchyk, Serhiy Holovatvi and Olek–
sander Burakovsky were expelled from
the party for signing a statement pub–
lished by Literaturna Ukraina on
March 8 proposing Rukh's transforma–
tion into a political party.
During the extraordinary congress,
which was organized in Khust to mark
the 51st anniversary of the declaration
of independence by Subcarpathian
Ukraine, Mr. Pavlychko maintained his
position in favor of a Rukh party and
provided reasons for his and Mr.
Drach's resignations.
"Favorable circumstances have
evolved today for the birth of (U–
kraine's) statehood, for the self-deter–
mination of our people, for progress.
(Continued on page 2)

Ukrainians in USSR
demonstrate support
of free Lithuania

by Marta Kolomayets
JERSEY C1TY, N.J. ^-Negotiations
of the Quadripartite Commission on
Normalization of Relations between the
Orthodox and Catholics of the Eastern
Rite in Western Ukraine in view of the
Legalization of the Ukrainian Catholic
Church broke off on Tuesday, March
13, when Archbishop volodymyr Ster–
niuk of Lviv walked out of the last day's
meeting, reported the Ukrainian Catho–
lie Press Bureau based in Rome.
"As long as the Russian Orthodox
Church is not ready to recognize the
Ukrainian Greek Catholic Church as a
Church, an institution and a juridical
body, and not just as a group of Greek
Catholics, and as long as the Quadripar–
the Commission is not ready to treat
essential questions, we do not see any
need to meet any further," stated the
document released by Archbishop
Sterniuk and six of his bishops on
Saturday, March 17. (The full text of
the document, including the 14 points
read by the archbishop before he
walked out of the Lviv-based meeting
on March 13, is printed on page 3).
The walk-out also invalidated any
document which resulted from the
negotiations, reported the Ukrainian
Catholic Press Bureau. No date has
been set for the second round of talks,

and it should be noted that although the
initial round of talks was broken off,
this does not mean that the process of
negotiation has been permanently
stopped.
However, according to Andrew So–
rokowski, a researcher for the Ukrai–
nian Catholic Church in Rome, it does
signify that the issues are difficult and
that their resolution will require long,
hard efforts by all sides concerned.
The Ukrainian Catholic Press Bureau
noted that the 14 points were developed
in cooperation with Cardinal Myroslav
ivan Lubachivsky, head of the Ukrai–
nian Catholic Church, who resides in
Rome. Cardinal Lubachivsky stated
that he met with Archbishop Stephen
Sulyk, metropolitan for Ukrainian
Catholics in the United States, prior to
the hierarch's departure for' Ukraine
and that they had come to a "good
understanding about the Ukrainian
Greek Catholic Church in Ukraine."
Archbishop Sterniuk's act of protest,
which was fully supported by the second
member of the delegation, Bishop
Sofron Dmyterko, representing the
Ukrainian Greek Catholic Church in
Ukraine (and appointed by Archbishop
and Cardinal Lubachivsky) was also
reflective of the wishes of his faithful, as
(Continued on page 14)

JERSEY C1TY, N.J. - At least
10,000 people in Lviv, western Ukraine,
demonstrated their solidarity with the
independent Republic of Lithuania on
Wednesday, March 21, reported the
Ukrainian Press Agency based in
London.
The mass meeting approved resolu–
tions in support of the Lithuanian
people and their right to self-determina–
tion, and called upon "workers' collec–
tives and inhabitants of Ukraine to
adopt a conscious public position of
solidarity with Lithuania." The appeal
to Ukraine's citizenry also threatened
that if violence is used against free
Lithuania, "we will reply with an
organized political strike."
Other reports about the Lviv demon–
stration cited higher numbers of partici–
pants: lnterfax gave the figure as "tens
of thousands," while the information
service of Sajudis, the Lithuanian
popular reform movement, cited "scores
of thousands."
Statements of support for the inde–
pendence of Lithuania were issued by
Ukrainian groups throughout the So–
viet Union, among them the Popular
Movement of Ukraine for Perebudova,
or Rukh, the USSR and Ukrainian SSR
Deputies Club in the Lviv Region, and
the Moscow Branch of the Ukrainian
Helsinki Union, as well as its leadership in Ukraine.
The Ukrainian Press Agency report–
ed that rallies in support of the Republic
of Lithuania were planned to take place
throughout Ukraine on Saturday,
March 31. However, the government of
the Ukrainian SSR on March 28 in–
structed local authorities not to permit
such demonstrations. The government's
directive was published in all the republic's newspapers.
Orest viokh, one of the Lviv deputies March. Seated in the first row are: Bishop Filemon Kurchaba, Archbishop volodymyr Sterniuk, Archbishop Miroslav
elected as a candidate of the Democra– ^ r u s y n , secretary of the Congregation for Eastern Churches in the Yatican, Archbishop Metropolitan Stephen Sulyk of
(Continued on page 16)
Philadelphia, Bishop Sofron Dmyterko. in the second row, standing, are the Rev, lreney Bilyk, and Bishops ivan Margitych,
Pavlo Yasyiyk, Julian voronovsky, Mykhailo Saprylm, ivan Semeday and Yosyf Holovadi,
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A GLIMPSE OF SOVIET REALITY

An independent Ukraine:
What are its prospects?
ample, in the original reform elaborated
by Dr. David Marples
by the commission under Leonid Abal–
Recent developments in Ukraine kin, the section on prices indicated that
indicate that the question of economic those of certain essential products
sovereignty, which is scheduled to come would be set by the state, even when
into operation in the republic on Ja– "free" prices are permitted elsewhere in
nuary 1, 1991, has acquired an impor– the economy. There is little indication
tant new political dimension. There is a whether the republic will replace the
growing consensus that Ukraine's eco– state in the Ukrainian case next year.
Moreover, the question arises whether
nomic and ecological problems are
largely a result of an alleged "violation within what is called "economic sove–
reignty within a reformed union,"
of sovereign rights of the republic."
in short, the central authorities are certain Ukrainian industries might
said to have exploited Ukrainian re- remain under all-union jurisdiction on
sources in a manner that has not only the grounds that they are essential to the
been irrational and careless, but also has economy. Ukraine remains a vital
brought little real benefit to Ukrainians. contributor to the Soviet gross national
Putting it simply, Ukraine has been product in several key economic sectors.
it is manifest also that if an important
contributing far more to the state
industry such as nuclear power is trans–
budget than it has received.
ferred
to republican control, then no
A similar sentiment has long been
expressed by the institute for the Study amount of safety improvements, and
of Productive Forces in Ukraine, affi– perhaps not even a major electricity
liated with the Ukrainian Academy of shortfall will preserve the existing
nuclear power stations in Ukraine.
Sciences.
it has been pointed out that only 5 Already, protesters have severely curpercent of the resources of Ukraine are tailed the original program and in only
under direct republican control Wday. one case — that of the station at
Moreover, the recent meeting of the Zaporizhzhia — will a nuclear plant
Ukrainian Supreme Soviet on the actually reach its optimal designated
ecology noted in graphic detail how capacity. Further, about 8 to 9 percent
central ministries have established and of the electricity produced from nuclear
operated factories and enterprises in plants is transmitted outside Ukrainian
Ukraine without taking into account borders, and consequently, the industry
the impact on the surrounding environ– is also seen as one that serves nonment of the by-products released, in Ukrainian interests.
Ukrainians are beginning to wonder
particular, metallurgical and chemical
works, machine-building enterprises whether economic sovereignty can
and coal mines have not only contami– possibly be valid without concomitant
nated the local atmosphece, but have political independence. Coal miners
also contributed to the rising sickness wish to sell coal abroad for hard cur–
rency, and a similar incentive might be
and mortality rates in the republic.
Most of these dilemihas have been offered to Ukrainian farmers, given the
laid at the door of ministries that are traditionally low prices paid to them by
located in Moscow: ferrous metallurgy, the state for grain purchases, ironically,
coal nulear power and industry, power the republic that produces half the suger
and electrification, and others. While in in the USSR remains on sugar rations.
Following a strong showing in the
theory, some of these industries are
operating according to the principles of March 4 elections, the Popular Move–
self-accounting and self-financing, in ment of Ukraine for Perebudova
(Rukh) had declared its intention to
practice few have done so.
The Ukrainian coal industry, for discuss whether it should become a
example, lacks today even the most political party, in opposition to the
basic leadership organization at the Communist Party of Ukraine, with a
regional level: the Ukrainian ministry program that is geared to full political
was abolished in 1987, and its replace– independence. After a meeting of the
ment, the Donetske and voroshy– Rukh's Grand Council on March 24,
lovhrad production associations, fell however, the council members decided
victim to the summer 1989 coal miners' not to transform Rukh into a political
strike. Adding to the difficulties of the party. Speakers argued that it would be
Ukrainian coal industry, a tragic acci– inexpedient and well nigh impossible to
dent occurred last month in Makiyivka, turn such a diverse group into a political
when 13 miners died as a result of a party.
Nonetheless, the fact that the Rukh
methane gas explosion.
The Ukrainian Supreme Soviet's leadership was prepared to announce
ecological meeting also adopted a itself as a party with an independence
resolution to phase out the Chornobyl platform might be interpreted in two
nuclear power plant by the year 1995, possible ways. Either it suggests that
following adamant speeches by activists there is a serious and debilitating
in the ecological association Zelenyi rift within the Communist Party
Svit. However, this in itself represents a - for over a year, Rukh leaders
jurisdictional problem. Ukraine has no such as ivan Drach and volodymyr
control over the station and thus the Yavorivsky have retained their party
Supreme Soviet has decreed that a cards - or it indicates that the party is
formal proposal for the eventual shut- so discredited that the opposition
down of the station should be worked believes that it can be replaced totally.
out with the USSR Ministry of Nuclear The history of the Communist Party of
Power, and industry, based in Moscow Ukraine is one of obsequious subser–
(the latter also had speakers at this vience to its Moscow leader, and its
recent attempts to sway the voters with
meeting).
Here then, is an example of the dubious political tactics suggest that
current limitation of republican con– the latter interpretation is the more
trol, whereby a station that is almost likely one.
One can maintain, therefore, that the
unanimously opposed by Ukrainians
cannot be dismantled without Mos– political outlook in. Ukraine has become
suddenly much more complex.
cow"s permission
There are other predicaments to be
The boldness of the Rukh declaration
faced in the coming months. For ex(Continued on page 15)
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congress were several leaders of the
Ukrainian Helsinki Union, which is also
considering becoming a party, among
Following the removal of articles 6 and them Lev L u k i a n e n k o , Ууа7 from the USSR Constitution, circum– cheslav Chornovil and Stepan Khmara.
stances have been created for the Serhiy Koniev, the Rukh's viceformation of a multi-party system in president, also expressed his opposition
Ukraine and in the USSR in general. to the move.
in his address Mr. Lukianenko said
The one-party system has suffered a
blow, and 1 believe today is the be– that the transformation of the Rukh
ginning of the epoch of a civilized multi- into a political party was "impos–
party society," Mr. Pavlychko was sible," even though the UHU president
was one of the 22 signatories of the
quoted by U N V I S as saying.
"Our statement, which was published March 8 statement in Literaturna
in Literaturna Ukraina, was signed by Ukraina.
22 members of Rukh. it stressed the
"it (Rukh) was created under the
necessity of organizing an unscheduled circumstances of an absence of freedom
Rukh congress, where the concept of of political activity and this has left a
Rukh as a political party would be mark on it," said Mr. Lukianenko.
formed. Following the statement's "Those who were not afraid of
publication, the Rukh secretariat held a persecution joined UHU. Although
meeting where the idea emerged that Rukh was composed of people who
Rukh should remain as it is. However in were publicly active, they were those
Ukraine there is no other organization who wanted to avoid the fate of UHU
that could give birth not to a profes– members. This psychological factor is
sional union, but to a political party.
important, in determining one's place in
"We should create a political party, the political structure of contemporary
which could only be formed by those Ukraine it (fear) dominated, and not
intellectual forces gathered in Rukh," one's world-view. The liquidation of
said Mr. Pavlychko.
Article 6 and the end of administrative
"Today (March 24) in the press an persecution for political activity creates
article was published about events a new situation in Ukraine. The
within the Central Committee of the psychological factor of courage now
CPU. it says that our statement, pub– disappears and in its place comes the
lished on March 8, actually places those world-view factor. Freedom of political
Communists who signed it beyond the activity means the inevitability of the
party. Therefore 1 want to announce creation of several political parties,"
that before the publication of the article stressed Mr. Lukianenko.
ivan Drach and 1 wrote letters of
"Rukh as an association of citizens on
resignation from the Communist Party an ideological broad foundation will
of the Soviet Union. The most impor– gradually lose its meaning and will
tant reason for our resignation is based transform its structure into several
on the fact that the ideas of perebudova political parties. However in this
have found little support among the transitional period from coiomal
leaders of the party elite, imperialistic dependence to state independence - of
chauvinism remains the soul of. the Ukraine' it'..will play an important
Communist Party of the Soviet Union; unifying role.
"What kind of new party do we need?
"The UHU cannot stand against the
The kind that would teach us to live in a intentions of any group of citizens to
civilized society, where freedom of create a political party. And if
conscience is not pressured by any Pavlychko, Drach, Koniev and other
dogmas. We want a party whose roots Rukh leaders emerge as such a group,
would reach back to Ukrainian socio– then it is their right. І am certain that
cultural traditions. We strive to adopt several political parties can emerge
as the ideological foundation of this from Rukh.„, And if during the first
new party the wishes of Taras Shev– period Rukh was the principal
chenko and his contemporaries by organizational form of struggle for
creating a party in the form of the democracy and national interests, then
Brotherhood of Ss. Cyril and Metho– in the next period political parties will
dius
become the organizational form of this
"We do not want inter-party strife," struggle. Rukh will last as long as the
however, he said. "We will seek roads to empire lasts, in this period it's (Rukh's)
cooperation with all parties, including role will be important, because it will
the Communist (Party). We strive for pass on its baton to he new political
truth and fairness, and we are con– parties."
vinced that we can serve the truth only
Although Mr. Lukianenko said he
by leaving the Communist Party and
opposed Rukh's transformation into a
joining a democratic party."
Arguing against the transformation single political party, he explained why
(Continued on page 14)
of Rukh into a political party at the

Rukh...
(Continued from page 1)
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Ukrainian congress
appeals for Lithuania
OTTAWA - Ukrainian Canadian
Congress President Dmytro Cipywnyk
urged the Canadian government in a
letter sent to Secretary of State for
External Affairs Joe Clark to extend
Canada's diplomatic recognition to the
newly elected Lithuanian government.
in his letter Dr. Cipywnyk stated, "1
am writing to urge you to extend
Canada's diplomatic recognition to the
new democratically elected Lithuanian
government under the leadership of
President vytautas Landsbergis.
Whereas Canada has never recognized
the legitimacy of the Soviet annexation
of the Baltic states, a prompt Canadian
decision is expected in recognizing the
de facto and de jure sovereignty and
independence of Lithuania. This would
send a strong reminder to Soviet leader
Mikhail Gorbachev of his stated com–
mitment to free democratic expression
and choice."
The Ukrainian Canadian Congress, is
a national organization representing
close to 1 million Canadians of Ukrai–
nian heritage, which has always upheld
the two underlying principles of its
organization by recognizing and re–
specting the unique identity of all
national cultural groups and their
legitimate right to self-determination.
Lithuania's declaration of indepen–
dence underscores the Ukrainian Cana–
dian Congress's strong belief that the
Lithuanian people have the right to
determine their own destiny.

Canadian groups
support Lithuania
OTTAWA - The Lithuanian Support Group issued an appeal on March
27 to External Affairs Minister Joe
Clark to "stand with Lithuania in its
decisive hour of need."
The written appeal was presented to
Mr. Clark's at a news conference in
Parliament's Center Block.
The appeal was signed by the leaders
of the Romanian National Council,
Committee for Free Byelorussia, Esto–
nian Central Council in Canada, Cana–
dian Polish Congress, Lithuanian Ca–
nadian Community, German Canadian
Congress, Latvian National Federation
of Canada, Ukrainian Canadian Con–
gress, Czechoslovak Association of
Canada and the Hungarian Canadian
Federation.
The text of the appeal follows.
We, the undersigned, on behalf of the
millions of Canadians in our communi–
tieSj call upon the government of
Canada through External Affairs Mi–
nister Joe Clark to stand with Lithuania
in its decisive hour of need.
We praise the Canadian government
for never having recognized as legiti–
mate the armed occupation of Lithua–
nia.
Canada is a nation justly proud of its
tradition of standing and fighting for
freedom in three wars.
We strongly urge the government of
Canada to take the following steps:
1. to recognize immediately the
government of Lithuania as the legiti–
mate government of the independent
republic and to offer to send diplomats
there as observers;
2. to demand that no Soviet forces be
used to overthrow the legitimate go–
vernment of the Republic of Lithuania
and that these forces be withdrawn from
the republic, and
3. to offer emergency supplies of
food and fuel to Lithuania if the Soviet
government tries to starve out the
republic.
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Ukraine's bishops release statement on Quadripartite Commission
The bishops of the Ukrainian Catho– ь (4) Everything which is presented the Ukrainian Greek Catholic Church
lic Church in Ukraine, following the by the delegation of the Holy See and prior to 1939 should be returned to this
interruption of talks of the Quadripar– also the bishops of the Ukrainian Greek Church.
tite Commission for the Normalization Catholic Church is agreed upon with his
- That the so-called Lviv Synod of
of Relations between the Orthodox and Holiness Pope John Paul H and His March 8-Ю, 1946, be recognized as un–
Greek Catholic Churches inWestern Beatitude Cardinal Myroslav ivan canonical and forced.
Ukraine, issued a statement on March Lubachivsky.
- The Churches, chapels, bishops
17 in Lviv.
ь (5) The Ukrainian Greek Catholic residences, monasteries (both male and
The statement was released in Rome Church wishes to live in peace and female), printing presses, schools and
by the Ukrainian Press Bureau, its full understanding, in a spirit of Christian rectories which belonged to the Ukrai–
text follows.
love and reconciliation with all nian Greek Catholic Church before
Since the Soviet press has been Churches and religious confessions, it is 1939 be returned.
- The seminaries and theological
publishing information which does not with such sentiment that her leadership
reflect the real state of affairs in U– enters into dialogue aimed atnormaliza– academies which belonged to it before
tion
of
relations
with
the
Orthodox
1939
be returned.
kraine, we, the bishops of the Ukrainian
- All monastic orders, male and
Greek Catholic Church in Ukraine, Church and of its legalization and full
gathered at a meeting in the Church of public recognition by the governments female, will possess the legal status of an
the Transfiguration in Lviv on March of the Ukrainian SSR and the USSR. institution^juridical body.
- All the hierarchy, priests, monks,
^ (6) The Ukrainian Greek Catholic
17, 1990, offer the following explana–
Church is against all use of violence and nuns and faithful who, because of their
tion:
membership
in and faithfulness to the
holds
that
true
dialogue
between
Churches
The negotiations of the Quadripartite
Commission were interrupted from the can begin only when the Ukrainian Ukrainian Greek Catholic Church,
suffered
beginning
in 1939, be rehabi–
moment when the representative of the Greek Catholic Church is fully stabi–
major archbishop of Lviv left these lized and when all unfounded accusa– litated.
- Since the metropolitan of Halych
negotations in protest. fNote: Arch- tions of violence, proselytism, divisive–
and major archbishop of Lviv of the
bishop volodymyr Sterniuk is the ness and religious warfare cease.
Ukrainians
has, since 1963 been forced
о (7) The attitude of the Ukrainian
Ukraine representative of the major
archbishop of Lviv, Cardinal Myroslav Greek Catholic Church to the govern– to live outside the bounds of the USSR,
ivan Lubachivsky, Archbishop Ster– ment is based on the words of the holy that his return to his own see in Lviv be
niuk left the talks on Tuesday, March scripture: "You must all obey the made possible.
^ (9) The Ukrainian Greek Catholic
13.3 For this reason, any document governing authorities. Since all govern–
which emanates from the negotiations ment comes from God, the civil authori– Church should possess all the rights that
ties
were
appointed
by
God."
(Romans
are
enjoyed by other Churches in the
must be considered without legal value.
This includes all documents about 13:1) Thus, the Ukrainian Greek Catho– Soviet Union on the basis of the new
lic Church will respect the government Soviet Laws on Freedom of Conscience.
transfer of churches.
as long as it does not act against divine This means it will have the right:
The reason for the interruption of law. Ukrainian Catholics desire to be
- to be recognized as a Church —
these negotiations is the constant refu– responsible citizens and active partici– an institution and juridicial body - to
sal of the Moscow Patriarch to pants in "perestroika" and true demo– have the right to possess property;
recognize the uncanonical status of the cratization. As regards our conscience,
- to carry out social and charitable
1946 pseudo-synod of Lviv. As long as the Ukrainian Greek Catholic Church
the Russian Orthodox Church is not has always been a Church of the people work;
- to conduct religious education
ready to recognize the Ukrainian Greek and desires to remain so for the future.
and publishing;
Catholic Church as a Church, an insti–
- to have access to mass media and
9 (8) Beginning September 17, 1939;
tution and a juridical body, and not just
as a group of Greek Catholics, and as the Stalin and further regimes com– communications;
^ (10) in the case of differences
long as the Quadripartite Commission, mitted a grave injustice toward the
is not ready to treat essential questions Ukrainian Greek Catholic Church. For between Soviet laws and international
agreements
which have been signed by
this
reason,
in
the
name
of
justice,
ex
we do not see any need to meet any
further. Until the fundamental ques– justicia, the Ukrainian Greek Catholic the government of the USSR, the
tions of full legalization and rehabili– Church deserves a return to such a international agreements shall take
tation of the Ukrainian Greek Catholic stituation as existed in Ukraine before precedence, which includes the follow–
ing rights which should belong to the
Church are settled, it is impossible to that date. Thus it is only just that:
- The Cathedral of St. George, Ukrainian Greek Catholic Church:
discuss any division of Church build–
- full religious freedom;
along with all its surrounding struc–
ings between Orthodox and Catholic.
tures, be returned to the Ukrainian
- official public recognition by
The Ukrainian Greek Catholic Greek Catholic Church. Along with the government authorities;
Church holds that all Church property Cathedral of St. George in Lviv, all the
- free access to places of worship;
which was confiscated by the Soviet cathedral churches which belonged to
(Continued on page 11)
government in the age of Stalin; should
be returned to the Ukrainian Greek
Catholic Church as its lawful property.
When the government returns the con–
fiscated churches and especially the
The Executive Board of the UkraU illegal and uncanonical, recognize the
Cathedral of St. George, it will be
possible to discuss the best way to honor nian Patriarchal Society released the Ukrainian Catholic Church as a legal
the needs of the Orthodox faithful. following in support ofthe Statement of institution and return to it its lawful
Further negotiations should be held the Hierarchy of the Ukrainian Greek property. As an equal in law and status,
between representatives of the state and Catholic Church in Ukraine Regarding the Ukrainian Catholic Church can
the hierarchy of the Ukrainian Greek Talks of the Quadripartite Commis– conduct ecumenical relations in the
spirit of Christian justice and love.
Catholic Church. The episcopate of the sion.
The membership of the Patriarchal
Ukrainian Greek Catholic Church
holds that all further negotiations
We support the statement by the Society, together with the laity of the
should treat the following points:
Ukrainian Catholic hierarchy in U– Ukrainian Catholic Church in the
^ (1) The Ukrainian Greek Catholic kraine regarding the recent talks con- United States, have followed closely the
Church in accordance with the teach– ducted there among representatives of emergence from catacomb existence
ings of the Second vatican Council, is a the Ukrainian Catholic Church in and regeneration of the Ukrainian
Particular Church - Ecclesia Parti– Ukraine, delegations from the vatican, Catholic Church in Ukraine, and espe–
cularis Sui Juris, in the full sense of the Moscow Patriarchate and the cially the Church's struggle in reclaim–
ing its legal status. The laity and ivan
these words, we should be treated thus latter's Exarchate of Kiev.
in the statement the bishops declare Gel, head of the Committee for the
by all other sister Churches, it is inad–
Defense of the Ukrainian Catholic
that
full
legalization
and
rehabilitation
missible to refer to us as communities
or groups of faithful of the Eastern Rite. of the Ukrainian Greek Catholic Church Church (also known as the Greek
9 (2) The Ukrainian Greek Catholic by the Soviet authorities are fundamen– Catholic Church), fully support their
Church is in full and continuous union tal for the Church to function as an Archbishop volodymyr Sterniuk and
with the bishop of Rome, the shepherd institution and a juridical body. With bishops signed under the statement of
March 17, 1990. The executive board
and teacher of the Church Universal, it Stalin terror, the Soviet government
thus recognizes his leadership and with the help of the Russian Orthodox of the Patriarchal Society gives its full
support.
Church have deprived the Ukrainian
primacy throughout the world.
^ (3) The Ukrainian Greek Catholic Catholic Church of its property and
Roma M. Hayda„
Church is one today in Ukraine and in stripped it of legal existence. Now with
Рге,-Йгт
the diaspora, whose father and head is perestroika and democratization, it is
Prof. Leonid Rudnytzky
His Beatitude Cardinal Myroslav ivan the responsibility of both, the govern–
ment
and
the
ROC
first
to
admit
that
and
Wasyl
Nykyforuk,
Lubachivsky, the major archbishop of
the so-ca!!ec Synod of Lviv of 1946 was
vice-presidents
Lviv of the Ukrainians,

Patriarchal Society expresses support
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Former Soviet political prisoner Mykhailenko addresses fellow librarians
by Natalka Gawdiak
WASHINGTON - Hanna Mykhai–
lenko was honored at a noontime
program in the Mary Pickford Theater
at the Library of Congress under the
auspices of a library employee organi–
zation, the Library of Congress Profes–
sional Association (LCPA).
The LCPA fosters a Foreign Lan–
guage Table program which consists of
informal gatherings of employees who

Hanna Mykhailenko

Library Association where he had
served on the international Relations
Committee when it had drafted the ALA
resolution concerning the Mykhailenko
case.
He apologized for the length of time it
took to get the resolution passed, but
explained it was related to a desire to
observe "due process." He eloquently
traced his deep personal interest in the
case, having himself spent time in an
internment camp for Japanese Ameri–
cans in the U.S. during World War ІІ—
caused in part by the lack of obser–
vance of due process.
Ms. Mykhailenko was introduced by
her long-time friend, Dr. Nina Stro–
kata, another Odessan who had spent
four years in a gulag, camp. Dr. Stro–
kata's career as a microbiologist in
Ukraine was cut short because she
would not condemn her husband,
Sviatoslav Karavansky, a poet interned
in the gulag for writing works the
Soviet regime wanted to repress.
Citing just one incident from Ms.
Mykhailenko's past, Dr. Strokata said
that a job reference that Ms. Mykhai–
lenko sought from her workplace read:
"She focuses too much time on the
Ukrainian language." "And this," Dr.
Strokata noted, "in Ukraine, which is a
separate member of the United Na–
tions..."
The program brought out several
other areas related to the violation of
law and human rights by Soviet autho–
rities, including the flagrant abuse of
psychiatry. Ms. Mykhailenko maintains that the doctors who perpetrated
that abuse and the facilities where it was
carried out are all still in place.
For this reason, she feels the . admit–
approved the funding and administra– tance of the USSR into the World
tion of its own legal internship pro- Psychiatric Association was a prema–
gram to be coordinated with the Law ture act. Once these people are dis–
missed, she feels that Soviet psychiatry
Committee of Rukh in Kiev.
The UABA will provide transporta– will be able to make a positive contri–
tion, housing and related support bution to the field.
intervention in the mails was another
services for Ukrainian attorneys coming
to this country for intensive four– to six– fact of Soviet prison life — Ms. My–
month training sessions in Western khailenko said she received virtually no
legal concepts and methodology. The cards, letters or packages while in
first intern will hopefully arrive within prison, including the get-well card
Ukrainian American Library of Con–
several months.
The UABA "remains the leader" gress staff members had signed and sent
among Ukrainian professional associa– to her.
tions in supporting Rukh, said UABA
imprisonment on fabricated charges
president, Andrew Fylypovych. "We was another Soviet reality Ms. Mykhai–
were the first to financially support lenko singled out. She stated that the
Rukh in the fall of 1989, and we are now Soviet Union has many, many laws
the first to implement their call for which are constituted so as to be easily
practical learning experiences."
violated, and people are sent to prison
UABA's internship coordinator, on the pretext of having broken a law,
George Pazuniak, of Wilmington, Del., when in fact, the severity of the sentence
said he foresees a tremendous need for does not fit the alleged crime and the
this type of program and expects strong victim is in reality a prisoner of consupport from UABA members and the science. Since the charges levelled at
community at large. To create an even
greater impact, the UABA is exploring Obituary
the prospect of sending its members as
guest lecturers to Ukraine.
Additionally, the UABA will begin
working on a draft law for the Ukrai–
ASTOR1A, N.Y. - Prominent U–
nian people's deputies which will gua–
rantee the smooth transfer of decedents' krainian attorney Albert H. Dachuck
estates to Ukraine from the U.S. This died suddenly after collapsing in his
project hopes to rectify abuses of the home on Sunday, December 10. He is
past, including the seizure or imposition survived by his wife of more than 50
of confiscatory taxes on estate property years, the former Anne Boris of Ba–
yonne, N.J., son Archpriest Conrad
originating in the West.
Dachuck, daughters Mary Ann,
Dianne, Elaine, son-in-law, 12 grandOctober annual meeting
children and a sister Mary Rose of
The UABA is already targeting the Florida.
Mr. Dachuck was born and raised in
Columbus Day weekend in October as
the time for its annual meeting. As the Brooklyn. He was one of the first sons
UABA again comes to the forefront of of early Ukrainian immigrants to attend
practical community activism, it seeks St. John's University and Law School
and graduated in 1931. He conducted a
further support.
Any Ukrainian American attorneys law practice in Astoria, helping countor law students not yet members are less numbers of immigrants of all
urged to contact Mr. Fylypovych at different ethnic backgrounds and repre–
sented various parishes in legal matters
(215) 563-4470.

wish to practice speaking a particular
foreign language while lunching to–
gether.
Thus, Ms. Mykhailenko was a guest
speaker, at LCPA's Ukrainian Lan–
guage Table. She had been the object of
an international campaign by various
individuals and organizations who
sought her release from the special
psychiatric prison hospital where she
had been sentenced with forced medica–
tion for her human rights activities and
for her support of Ukrainian national
and cultural rights against Russifica–
tion.
Sentenced to an indefinite term, she
was incarcerated for eight years. She was
released in May 1988 and arrived in
Boston in December 1989, at the invita–
tion of Amnesty international, an orga–
nization that was particularly vocal
about her case.
The bilingual program, with interpre–
tation by Jurij Dobczansky, a Slavic
cataloguer at the library, was attended
by about 50 staff and guests, including
Kirete Zysman of Amnesty interna–
tional's Washington Office, John Fi–
nerty of the Helsinki Commission, and
Kathy Chumachenko, a former White
House staffer who had worked on the
Mykhailenko case, all of whom rose to
welcome Ms. Mykhailenko, personally
and on behalf of their organizations.
The chief of the Asian Division, Dr.
Warren Tsuneishi, also welcomed the
speaker as a member of the American

Ukrainian American Bar Association
focuses on current developments
PHOEN1X, Ariz. - Membership in
the Ukrainian American Bar Associa–
tion (UABA) proved beneficial during
the weekend of March 24-25, as a
sizeable group of attorneys gathered in
this warm and friendly Arizona city
while the rest of the country expe–
rienced the second coming of winter.
This UABA meeting was notable in
that it was the first held west of the
Mississippi and the first to bring to–
gether large contingents from both
coasts. Meeting organizer and member
of the UABA Board of Governors Orest
Jejna of Phoenix, called the meeting a
"huge success."
Members heard two succinct presen–
tation on relations with Ukraine. Mi–
chael Waris Jr., recently retired from
the Washington office of the interna–
tional mega-lawfirm of Baker and
McKenzie, provided personal obser–
vations from his trip to Ukraine last fall,
victor Rud of New Jersey mixed
theory with sound practical advice
regarding business and legal contacts
with Ukraine.
Demjanjuk case
The meeting also featured a discus–
sion of the recent CBS "60 Minutes"
piece on John Demjanjuk, followed by a
stirring speech by William Wolf, a
Phoenix attorney and Jewish commu–
nity activist who has been in the forefront of the Demjanjuk defense.
it must be noted that the UABA
donated S3,000 to the Demjanjuk
defense fund in February, it is hoped
that the recent favorable publicity will
help rejuvenate the fund-raising efforts
in the community.
Rukh internship program
Responding to recent events in U–
kraine, as well as another "60 Minutes"
piece on Soviet lawyers interning in the
United States under the aegis of the
American Bar Association, the UABA

such people are not "political" ones,
however, Soviet authorities can maintain that they have "no prisoners of
conscience" in their prison system.
She asserted that there is an entire
stratum of Soviet society that "hates
Gorbachev and perebudova." To sub–
stantiate this claim, Dr. Strokata noted
that the Soviets "did not rush to free
Hanna despite the new era," having
released her only in May 1988. The
views of both women about the future
of the Soviet Union, therefore, were
much bleaker than most Westerners are
used to hearing.
Asked to describe her professional
life as a librarian, Ms. Mykhailenko
said her library at the school consisted
of 10,000 volumes in one dirty room,
with no facilities or equipment. The
major portion of her work consisted of
maintenance duties and manual labor
connected with merely trying to keep
order, in short, what she had was a
room full of books and not really a
"library."
She thanked former President Ro–
nald Reagan, vice-President Dan
Quayle (who worked on her case while a
senator), U.S. senators and representa–
tives and congressional committees,
Amnesty international, the American
Teachers' Association, and the Ukrai–
nian American groups that worked to
free her.
She said without such attention from
the West, people in the gulag would
never have been freed, but she express–
ed her conviction that there still are
many people unjustly confined in Soviet
prisons whom no one may ever know
about.
Accompanied by Walter Bodnar,
vice-president of Americans for Human
Rights in Ukraine; Ms. Mykhailenko
also visited several congressional offices
to personally thank those members who
had worked towards her release.
She met in person with Reps. Joseph
Kennedy (D-Mass.), Donald Payne (D–
N. J.), and Don Ritter (R-Pa.), as well as
with staff from the office of Rep. Tom
Lantos (D-Calif.) and the Helsinki
Commission.
At the State Department, she spoke
with Richard Stephenson of the Soviet
Desk.
During her short stay, Ms. Mykhai–
lenko also met with Ellen Mercer of the
American Psychiatric Association. Ms.
Mercer wrote a letter on behalf of Ms.
Mykhailenko calling for the expunging
of Ms. Mykhailenko's record of mental
illness in the USSR, a record falsified by
Soviet authorities in their attempt to
justify their own abuse of psychiatry in
her case.

Attorney Albert Dachuck of Astoria, N.Y
for many years without any remunera–
tion.
He was also past president of the
Organization for the Rebirth of U–
kraine and a member of St. Nicholas
Brotherhood, Branch 5 of the Ukrai–
nian National Association.
The funeral liturgy was celebrated in
Holy Family Ukrainian Catholic
Church in West islip, N.Y. on Wednes–
day, December 13. Partaking in the
liturgy were very Rev. Archpriest
Conrad, assisted by their pastor, the
Rev. Anthony Kuchma, the Rev. Ale–
xander Hawkaluk OSBM, pastor of
Holy Cross Ukrainian Catholic Church
in Astoria, N.Y., and Deacons John
O'Neal and Michael Lapotski. inter–
ment followed in St. Joseph's Cemetery
in West islip. w
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Fraternal C o r n e r

CONvENTlON PREviEW: Culture and more
by John A. Kun
UNA Washington Office

by A ndre J. Worobec
Fraternal Activities Coordinator

Deadlines and reminders
There are several fraternal activities
being conducted at this time, in order to
participate in them it is important to
meet certain deadlines.
The first, is a reminder to all UNA
scholarship applicants and branch
secretaries, whose members are eligible
to apply for a scholarship. The deadline
for submitting applications for UNA
scholarships was March 31. All required supporting documents are due
by May 1.
This is another example of the UNA's
living up to its fraternal commitment to
provide scholarship aid to its young
members. Last year the UNA had
awarded a record amount of Si 18,200
for scholarships. Judging by the present
trend, another record amount in scho–
larship funds will be awarded this year.
Second, each UNA branch has re–
ceived correspondence about the UNA
essay^ poster contest with an official
entry form. Please encourage all of your
members, young and not so young, to
enter this contest. The deadline for
submitting the poster or essay, together
with the official entry blank, is April 16.
Please refer to the ad about the
contest in The Ukrainian Weekly and in

Svoboda. For additional information
about the contest, contact the fraternal
activities coordinator, (201) 451-2200,
ext. 56.
Third, each UNA branch has received
a form from yours truly to report on its
fraternal activities for the past calendar
year. The deadline for submitting this
report is May 15. Please read the form
carefully and return it completed.
Not only is this report important for
the UNA when it makes its annual
report to the National Fraternal Con–
gress of America, but also it is essential
for our organization in planning frater–
nal activities for the coming year. This
form serves as an excellent outline of
possible fraternal activities and can be
useful to each branch in planning its
fraternal activities.

BALT1MORE - The Ukrainian
National Association convention,
planned for this city for May 28
through June 1 at the Hyatt Regency
Baltimore, draws nearer and nearer.
Much has been already written con–
cerning the hotel, the redevelopment
of Baltimore, its historic landmarks
and all the things to see and do. Some
of the UNA delegates may be won–
dering, what's left?
The answer: plenty!
in term of cultural options, Balti–
more boasts the world-class Meyer–
hoff Symphony, the acclaimed Balti–
more Symphony Orchestra, the Bal–
timore Ballet and the Baltimore
Opera Company. For theater afi–
cionados, there are Broadway shows
at both the Morris Mechanic and the

Lyric, repertory theater at Center
State, experimental drama at The
Theatre Project and the innovative
productions of The Arena Players.
Baltimore offers the adventurous
(and often hungry) tourist plenty of
parks, art galleries, elegant restau–
rants, outdoor cafes and zoos, all
within the city limits (don't forget to
bring comfortable, walking shoes).
Baltimore blends the heritage of
many countries to produce a melange
of international cuisine, imagine
yourself strolling through "Little
italy" munching on a delicious pastry
or in the Lexington Market devour–
ing the freshest Maryland clam.
There's something for everyone —
have a great time:
e Baltimore Museum of Art — A
renowned museum with an outstand–
ing Matisse collection. Works of
(Continued on page 13)
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if you have any comments, sugges–
tions or news about fraternal activities
which have proven to be successful in
your branch, we would like you to share
them with us and our readers. Please
send them to: Fraternal Activities
Coordinator, Ukrainian National Asso–
ciation, 30 Montgomery St., Jersey
City, N.J. 07302.

DISTRICT MEETINGS
New York
by Mary Dushnyck
NEW YORK - The annual meeting
of the UNA'S New York District Com–
mittee was held Friday, February 23, at
the Self-Reliance Hall here, with 42
branch representatives, guests and
members of the Supreme Assembly
present, including John Flis, su–
preme president, Walter Sochan, su–
preme secretary, and Mary Dushnyck,
honorary member, as well as George
Drance, the UNA's new director of
marketing.
Michael Spontak, the district chairman, welcomed the gathering and asked
that a presidium be selected. Chosen
were John Wynnyk, chairman; Dr. ivan
Sierant, vice-chairman, and Michael
Juzeniw, secretary. Also elected was a

nominating committee comprising
Stepan Chuma, John Pryhoda and
Yuriy Kostiw.
Reporting on the district's activities
in 1989, Mr. Spontak cited the UNA's
95th anniversary banquet, which was
graced by the presence of Metropolitan
Mystyslav and Bishop Losten and at
which the main speaker was Mr. Flis,
while Wolodymyr Lewenetz spoke about
Svoboda. Other events were bus trips to
the Ukrainian Festival in Holmdel,
N.J., to Soyuzivka and to Washington
on the 175th anniversary of Shev–
chenko's birth. As to organizational
work, the district enrolled 86 members,
realizing its quota by 55 percent.
Additional reports followed, with
Mr. Juzeniw detailing a review of last
year's meeting, and treasurer John
Choma reporting on the district's
financial status. Thereupon, Onufry
(Continued on page 13)

was asked to preside at the meeting.
Mrs. Makar was chosen to serve as
recording secretary.
Minutes of the last meeting held on
YOUNGSTOWN, Ohio The
Youngstown District Committee held April 20, 1986, were read and accepted
its annual meeting on Sunday, Fe– for record. Mrs. Woloshyn reported
bruary 25, at the Ukrainian Orthodox that due to special circumstances no
Center. Regardless of the bitterly cold annual meeting of the district commit–
weather, the meeting was well attended. tee was held in 1989. Last year, as
The branch representatives and con– a celebration of the UNA's 95th anniver–
vention delegates elected the following sary, the district committee held a
district officers for 1990: Estelle Wolo– "Recognition Dinner and Dance"forall
shyn, president; Michael Yurchison, UNA members and their friends. The
vice-president; Mary Makar, treasurer; Home Office extended financial
assistance to the district in view of the
Helen Senediak, recording secretary.
Auditing Committee members are: many senior members in attendance.
Helen Chuey and Marilyn Gough. Mrs. Woloshyn thanked all who assist–
Mrs. Woloshyn opened the meeting, ed her in making all arrangements for
welcoming all present as well as Ulana that affair.
The district lost a fine UNA officer,
Diachuk, supreme treasurer, and Taras
Szmagala, supreme advisor. The delibe– Peter Lischak,who had'been its presi–
rations were started with a prayer and a dent for ^any years. He died recently
minute of silence for the departed and the district sent a wreath to his
officer, Peter Sylchak and all members funeral, Mrs. Woloshyn said.
Mrs. Gough reported, on the audit of
of the district.
(Continued on page 13)
By a voice vote, Mrs. Woloshyn

Youngstown

UNA

Seniors prepare for conference

POLAND, Ohio - Soyuzivka is now
accepting reservations for Seniors
Week, June 17-22 this year. Since more
rooms have been added at Soyuzivka,
the estate will be able to take care of
more guests.
Seniors will check in for the confe–
rence Sunday, June 17, after 4j).m. in
the lobby of the Main House. Helen
Chornomaz will be in charge of the
registration. After Sunday evening
dinner, each person attending will be
introduced to the group which will help
the guests get acquainted with each
other.
On Monday morning church services
will start the day and a business meeting
at the veselka will take up the balance
of the day. Officers' reports will be
presented and a discussion will follow.
After dinner, Dan Slobodian will again
be in charge of the "wine and cheese"
party. The party will be held on the
veselka patio with Ukrainian songs
filling the night air.
On Tuesday afternoon, the Labas
and Bobeczkos will conduct the bingo
party that has become one of the most
popular events of the week, in the
evening a bonfire and song fest will
conclude the day's agenda. Wednesday
morning the guests will have a choice
this year. One, a trip to New York City
to visit St. George's Ukrainian Catholic
Church and then a visit to The Ukrai–
nian Museum. The second choice will
be a free day. This will enable the
seniors to relax and enjoy the pool.
Since the meeting is later tbis year the
pool will be open.

All seniors interested in making the
trip should write to Mary Bobeczko at
13971 Chippewa Trial, Middleburg
Heights, Ohio 44130, or Dr. Stephanie
Baranowskyj, P.O. Box 188, Kerhonk–
son, N.Y. 12446. The price of the trip
will be S16 per person. (Please do not
send money or checks.)
Business will continue on Thursday
morning with new officers to be elected
for the new year. Old and new business
will be presented and discussed. As in
past years the seniors will be addressed
in the afternoon by the UNA supreme
president. This is usually a very spirited
discussion.
On Thursday night the conference
banquet will take place followed by
dancing. The affair will again feature
"Embroidery Night." Prizes will be
awarded for the most beautiful dress,
blouse, men's shirt and tie. To make it
more interesting, last year's winners will
not be eligible.
The balance of the conference busi–
ness will be concluded Friday morning
with reports by the various committees.
These will be discussed and approved.
All guests are urged to bring along
any videos that they may have that will
be of some interest to the participants of
this conference. Last year many plea–
sant moments were spent viewing these
videos.
Gene Woloshyn, UNA Senior Asso–
ciation president, urges all who are
interested in spending an enjoyable
week at Soyuzivka to send in their
reservations to Soyuzivka as soon as
possible.
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Lithuania's cry for help

Ukrainian Weetly

Appeal to U.S. legislators
President Yytautas Landsbergis of Lithuania has issued a call for
recognition of his government to the U.S. Congress, reported the Lithuanian
Supreme Council information Bureau from vilnius in a telex to the
Lithuanian information Center of New York. Following is the text of his
message.

Wavering in Washington
The war of nerves in Lithuania has now clearly passed beyond the stage of
mere words exchanged between the government of the independent Republic
of Lithuania and that of the Soviet Union. The USSR has moved from
displays of military might meant to intimidate to military action.
On Tuesday, March 27, Soviet troops swooped down on hospitals where
Lithuanian deserters from the Soviet Army were being sheltered. Some of the
deserters who were captured were said to have been beaten. The Lithuanian
information Center (L1C) in New York reported that armed paratroopers
had stormed the Maujoji vilnia hospital and attacked the young men who
found safety there under the auspices of the Lithuanian Red Cross. "They
were brutally beaten, bloodied and dragged down the stairs," Carla Gruodis
of the Lithuanian Supreme Council's information Bureau told the L1C. As
well, Soviet troops occupied the Communist Party headquarters in the
Lithuanian capital and other buildings, among them the Political Education
institute and the institute for Higher Party Education.
Lithuanian President vytautas Landsbergis reacted with a telegram to
Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev: "The Supreme Council and the
Government of Lithuania express a strong protest against the actions of the
USSR Armed Forces on the territory of the Republic of Lithuania, grossly
violating the sovereignty of the republic. The constant demonstration of
armed force, blackmail by means of armed interference, unlawful occupation
of civil buildings by military personnel, and especially the kidnapping of
Lithuanian citizens on the night of March 26-27, 1990,...are clear indications
that Lithuania remains a country on whose territory an occupying power can
commit acts of violence and remain unpunished. This is an inexcusable
aggression and a continuation of the aggression against the people of
Lithuania which began in 1940."
Meanwhile, the Soviet Foreign Ministry on March 27 ordered all
foreigners, including journalists and diplomats, to leave Lithuania, charging
that their mere presence was escalating tensions. The action alarmed the
Lithuanian populace, which sees the travel ban as a potential prologue to a
Soviet military crackdown that would then take place unwitnessed by outside
observers. As New York Times correspondent Bill Keller reported from Mos–
cow, official Soviet press and television had engaged in a concerted propaganda
campaign to paint a scene of ethnic tension, hostility and disorder in
Lithuania, while Western correspondents on the scene contested that
depiction, saying that the only anxiety in the republic was that caused by
Moscow's intimidation tactics.
in the United States, the Senate reacted to Soviet moves in Lithuania by
passing a resolution of support for the republic. The resolution went on to call
on the Soviet Union to "immediately cease all efforts to intimidate the
Lithuanian Pyliament and people," stating that the USSR "has no right to
use force against Lithuanians peacefully exercising their democratic rights."
The Senate resolution also urged the USSR to "immediately begin the
process of good-faith discussions with Lithuanian authorities to satisfy
peacefully the desire of the Lithuanian people for independence" and urged
President George Bush to "reaffirm his commitment to an independent and
democratic Lithuania and to seek ways to demonstrate that commitment,"
and "to consider the call of the ejected Lithuanian government for
recognition."
The Bush administration, however, instead of taking a stronger stand
against Soviet use of force and expressing support for the government of the
people that now exists in Lithuania for the first time in 50 years, took a step
back. White House spokespersons refused to criticize President Gorbachev's
moves in Lithuania, and made it abundantly clear that the U.S. was not siding
with President Landsbergis. The New York Times cited U.S. officials'state–
ments that the U.S. did not want to jeopardize progress toward democracy in
Eastern Europe and Mr. Gorbachev's promises of change in the Soviet
Union. The Times reported: "Officials said there had been a fundamental
political decision that those considerations outweigh Lithuania's quest for
immediate independence - as long as Mr. Gorbachev refrains from the kind
of bloody crackdown that Chinese leaders imposed last year against political
dissent."
Lithuanians, of course, were sorely disappointed in the tepid reactions of
the Western states, and President Landsbergis went so far as to accuse the
U.S., which had never recognized the forcible annexation of Lithuania by the
USSR in 1940, of a sellout.
He pleaded for international support, saying that time is running out. in an
appeal to the signatories of the Helsinki Accords of the Conference on
Security and Cooperation in Europe, President Landsbergis stated: "The
government of the Republic of Lithuania has demanded that the government
of the Soviet Union immediately discontinue the aggressive activities of the
Soviet armed forces" — actions which are "a brutal violation of human and
civil rights and a breach of universally recognized principles of international
law," including sovereignty of states, territorial inviolability and noninterference in internal affairs. "The Supreme Council of the Republic of
Lithuania urges the governments and parliaments of nations which are І
signatories to the Helsinki Final Act to put forth every effort that the
aforementioned actions taken by the Soviet government and directed against
the Republic of Lithuania be terminated."
it's high time, the wavering U.S. lived up to its previous noble-sounding
statements in regard to Lithuania, it's high time the U.S. took a moral stand
on the continued subjugation of the Lithuanian nation. Judging from the
Bush administration's statements this week, however, it seems the U.S. is
waiting for another Tiananmen Square before it will dare speak out. By then,
of course, it may be too late.

Dear Senators and Congressmen:
By the will of the people of Lithuania, we, the Supreme Council of
Lithuania, were elected on a platform to re-establish the Republic of
Lithuania, continuing its statehood, returning it to Europe and to the family
of free nations. And we have done it. But now the freedom of Lithuania is in
great danger.
For this reason, 1 would like to state very clearly:
Support for Lithuania is support for freedom and democracy in Eastern
Europe. This support will also undoubtedly help Mr. Gorbachev: it would
stop him from making a great mistake.
The recognition of the government of the re-established Republic of
Lithuania that we request is a very important step towards strengthening
peace in the world. As we wait with strong hearts and with no weapons in our
hands, we await your help in this difficult struggle against militarism and
aggression, in this struggle for peace and justice.
Yours, with trust and hope,
vytautas Landsbergis
President of the Supreme Council
Yilnius, March 29, 1990
of the Republic of Lithuania

Appeal to Helsinki signatories
Following is the full text of the appeal of the Supreme Council of the
Republic of Lithuania to the signatories of the Helsinki Final Act. The
appeal dated March 28, was disseminated by the Lithuanian information
Center in New York.
Appeal to the signatories of the Helsinki Final Act:
The armed forces of the Soviet Union are pursuing aggressive military
actions against the Republic of Lithuania. Civilian buildings are being taken
over by force, hospitals are being ravaged, citizens and even patients under
the protection of the Lithuanian, state and the Litjhwajiiaix Red Cross are, J?eipg,,
abducted by brutally violent forces. A LithuaBian militiaman, w^T^ruelly
beaten while in the line of duty.
When Soviet armed forces enact similar operations in their own territory,
their actions are qualified as unconstitutional and contrary to the laws of the
Soviet Union. Such behavior of Soviet military troops within the sovereign
territory of the Republic of Lithuania and directed against defenseless
Lithuanian citizens is a brutal violation of human and civil rights and a breach
of universally recognized principles of international law — sovereignty of
states; territorial inviolability; and the observance of the policy of noninterference with respect to the internal affairs of states.
The government of the Republic of Lithuania has demanded that the
government of the Soviet Union immediately discontinue the aggressive
activities of the Soviet armed forces and return all recently abducted
Lithuanian citizens. The Supreme Council of the Republic of Lithuania urges
І the governments and parliaments of nations which are signatories to the
І Helsinki Final Act to put forth every effort that the aforementioned actions
І taken by the Soviet government and directed against the Republic of
Lithuania be terminated.
President of the Supreme Council
of the Republic of Lithuania
vilnius, March 27, 1990
vytautas Landsbergis

Turning the pages back...
Famed bandurist, teacher and conductor Hryhory
ljjjj Kytasty died on April 6,1984, at the age of 77, leaving a void
ЧІ) in the artistic community.
Kytasty was a talented teacher, composer and arranger who did more to
popularize the melodic combination of Ukrainian choral music and bandura–
playing than any one person in this century.
He was born January 17, 1907, in Kobeliaky, a village in the Poltava region of
Ukraine. He showed an interest in the art of bandura playing and often attended
concerts performed by the renowned Hnat Khotkevych. He graduated from the
Lysenko Music institute in Kiev with a degree in choir and orchestra conducting.
He became a member of the Kiev Bandurist Ensemble while still in school and in
1935 joined the newly formed Ukrainian National Exemplary Bandurists Chorus, a
state chorus of the USSR. The group concertized throughout the USSR.
The chorus was disbanded during the second world war, but in 1941, Kytasty and
16 other original members of the chorus reorganized it as the Taras Shevchenko
Ukrainian Bandurist Chorus. When the Nazis invaded Ukraine,the chorus
members were sent to a German concentration camp and then to other camps to
give concerts.
After the German surrender the chorus was resettled in a displaced persons camp
in Munich and in 1949 emigrated to the United States, where the chorus's work was
resumed. The chorus continues its illustrious history to this day.
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Ukrainians and the media:
Why so little coverage?
by Christine Demkowych

ment. Like their younger counterparts
at the conference, they thirsted for
Why do Ukrainians in the Soviet information. For over an hour, they
Union receive so little press coverage listened intently to my description of
from the Moscow-based Western press? how the media operates out of Moscow,
This question haunted me through- it was obvious that their knowledge of
out my three-month stay in the USSR Western-style public relations or jour–
last summer, as countless Ukrainians nalism was virtually non-existent.
living in Moscow, Leningrad, Riga and
This telling experience in Riga came
Ukraine would invariably broach the toward the end of my stay in the
thorny subject upon discovering 1 was a Soviet Union. Earlier 1 had encountered
journalist working for the Moscow a variety of similar situations that
bureau of the Baltimore Sun.
forced me to examine the roots of this
Two incidents stand out in particular. problem. And suddenly the solution
One was a hunger strike in Moscow became obvious. After hearing my
staged by several Ukrainianswho had suggestions, the activists in Latvia said
traveled there from western Ukraine. they were willing to put them to work,
The strike called for the legalization of provided, of course, Ukrainians in the
the Ukrainian Catholic Church. But West would help them achieve their
inevitably - as has been the case for goals.
Ukrainians for too many years —
The solution would require Ukrai–
coverage was reportedly limited to wire nians in the diaspora to employ a fullservice reports and a few photos scatter– time public relations specialist in Mos–
ed throughout the Western press, fea– cow who is not only fluent in Ukrainian
turing strikers holding signs in Russian and Russian, but English as well.
and English.
While Svoboda and The Ukrainian
Having heard about the protest after Weekly currently maintain direct and
the fact, 1 queried several journalists indirect contacts in Ukraine and Mos–
who were on the scene on Arbat Street cow through various information
as to why it wasn't covered. Despite the sources, Moscow's foreign press corps
signs, they claim to have faced a consi– claims to have never met these sources,
derable language barrier: none of the much less heard of them. Even if they
Ukrainians spoke English, and their did know them, none of the contacts are
combined Ukrainian-Russian dialect fluent in English.
proved indecipherable.
Though journalists in Moscow today
The other incident occurred on my are unfamiliar with the Ukrainian
last day in Riga, where І was assigned to language, a growing number of them do
cover "Hands Across the Baltics," a have a working knowledge of Russian.
human chain across Latvia, Lithuania However, they still appreciate informa–
and Estonia to protest the 50th anni– tion that comes to them already trans–
versary of the Molotov-Ribbentrop lated into English, a service that Ukrai–
Pact, whose secret protocol ended the nians desiring media exposure must
three countries' independence and take the time to provide. Such service
incorporated them into the Soviet saves time in the hectic schedules of
journalists, who are often booked backUnion.
The chain culminated three days of to-back seven days a week, Ю to 14
talks in Riga at the first conference to hours a day. And given that many of the
promote nations' rights to self-determi– bureaus in Moscow are one-man opera–
nation. At the conference 1 met a group tions, it is geographically impossible for
of young Ukrainian men who, in the them to provide full coverage of every
back hallway of the building, hovered republic on a daily basis.
My solution would also require
around me with notebooks like fans
trying to get an autograph from a movie Ukrainians to look inward, and arrive
at the realization that they are partially
star.
in their eyes 1 was a celebrity of sorts; responsible for the lack of press
this was in all likelihood the first time coverage their compatriots back in
any of them had ever met a journalist, Ukraine receive.
To fully appreciate the complexities of
much less a Ukrainian one. After the
initial fanfare subsided, 1 gave them a this situation, it is necessary to stress
that
Ukrainians in the Soviet Union and
briefing on the А В C's of press coverage
those living in the West grasp the
in the Soviet Union.
Following the talk, 1 was inundated problem from totally different perspec–
with anecdotes about their experiences tives, thus adding to its ambiguity.
For example, Ukrainians in the
in Ukraine. Some of the older members
of the group even removed parts of their Soviet Union seem genuinely bewilder–
clothing to show-me bruises they re– ed as to why they receive such limited
ceived from local militia in Ukraine who press coverage; they readily blame
had tried to prevent their presence at the Ukrainian Americans for providing
them with little support in this matter.
Riga conference.
The intensity of that half-hour talk Conversely, Ukrainians in the West
was heightened later that day, when a accuse Moscow's foreign journalists of
few members of the Ukrainian Helsinki purposely withholding coverage due to
Union attending the conference invited ethnic bias.
While the bias may exist, 1 found no
me to visit a Ukrainian artist's home
evidence of journalists in Moscow
outside the center of Riga.
These people wer"; heavily involved in plotting strategies to exclude Ukrai–
the Ukrainian huteoendence move– nians from coverage, But even if such a
bias has been influential, it is not the
Christine Demkowych is a journalist primary or sole reason for the exclusion
living in California She was assigned to of Ukrainians from Moscow-originated
the Baltimore Sun's Moscow bureau articles in the Gorbachev era.
While the Soviet government is still
prior to receiving her master's degree
from Columbia University's School of largely responsible for the suppression
international Affairs, and a specializa– of information in Ukraine, Ukrainians
tion in Sovie: affairs ai the Harriman themselves are unwittingly responsible
institute for Advanced Study of the as well Unlike representatives of other
(Continued on page 12)
USSR.
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Faces and Places
by Myron B. Kuropas

Are we ready for Ukraine?
І remember a train ride 1 took from
Peremyshl to Warsaw back in the
1970s.
in my compartment were three Polish
officers who understood some English
and much Ukrainian. Combined with
my limited Polish, we were able to
converse.
І was fascinated by the Polish coun–
tryside, especially the villages we
passed. І commented on the fact that in
many of them the best-looking struc–
ture was the church.
"How is that possible?" І asked.
"Poland is a Communist country."
"Americans rebuilt those churches," І
was informed.
"Americans ?" 1 asked incredulously.
"Polish Americans," 1 was told, it's
really quite simple. An American-born
Pole visits the village of his grandfather
and is shocked to discover that the
church in which his beloved granddad
and grandma were married — an event
he heard about over and over again as a
child — is in disrepair. He makes some
inquiries and is informed by the village
priest that there is little that can be come
without outside help. Returning to
America, this Polish American or–
ganizes others with ties to the village
and soon enough money is raised to
repair the church. The church is fixed
and a Polish American delegation
arrives to participate in the rededication
ceremony. Everybody is happy: the
villagers, the priest, the Polish Ameri–
cans. And most of all the mayor who
wines and dines the American group
and suggests other projects for their
consideration.
І was reminded of this conversation
when the idea of "adopting" a Ukrai–
nian village, town or city came up
during a recent meeting of Chicago's
"Friends of Rukh" committee. Larger
Ukrainian American organizations, it
was suggested, could adopt larger cities.
Smaller organizations could adopt
smaller towns, individuals could orga–
nize committees to assist smaller
villages.
it's a wonderful idea but Fm not sure
it will work. An "adoption" program of
the magnitude suggested requires much
cooperation and coordination.
For us, that may be difficult. We've
been fighting each other so long now
that, for some, cooperation has become
a foreign concept, 1 already hear rum–
blings regarding the National Fund to
Aid Ukraine committee and its present
leadership, it's the usual "yakym pra–
vom" (who gave him the right?) ap–
proach to Ukrainians who demonstrate
initiative.
Coordination? Our motto in this area
seems to be "yakos to bude" (it'll work
out).
Helping Ukraine today requires
needs assessments, resource identifica–
tion and development, prioritization,
and equitable allocation and distribu–
tion, Our expertise is more along the
lines of ideological rhetoric, bombastic
proclamations, distributing "perks" one group has even designated "minis–
ters" in a future independent Ukraine —
and political posturing.
After years of "preparation" for that
glorious day when Ukraine will rise
again, today, when Ukraine is slowly
getting up from its knees, we're not
ready.
Today, Ukraine has much heavy

industry but poor productivity. Ameri–
can workers are three times as produc–
tive as the average Ukrainian laborer
and receive 20 times the remuneration.
As one Soviet worker put it: "We
pretend to work and they pretend to pay
us."
Ukraine's consumer industry is weak
and pollution is a major, long-term
problem.
But Ukraine has tremendous natural
and human resources,and perhaps the
best potential for rapid growth among
all of the Soviet republics.
What does Ukraine need from us in
the short term? According to economist
Oleh Bilorus, director of the interna–
tional Management institute in Kiev,
it's technical assistance.
"Ukraine needs effective and efficient
managers," he told me, "people who
know how to motivate people and to get
things done." And yet, despite the need,
a Ukrainian-language management textbook doesn't exist. There's not even
one, according to Prof. Bilorus.
To help the situation, Prof. Bilorus
has some 30 bright and eager, Englishspeaking Ukrainians ready to come to
the United States and work for Ameri–
can firms as management interns. "We
can supply their round-trip transporta–
tion to your country," Prof. Bilorus
said, "but we need Ukrainians to subsi–
dize their stay once they're here."
There's a golden opportunity for mean–
ingful involvement.
A great irony of the present situation
in Ukraine is the fact that it is not our
theoreticians, ideologues or politicians
who are most welcome there, it's our
young business and professional people,
it is they who have the management and
technical expertise required by an
awakening Ukraine, it is they who can
provide the kind of leadership Ukraine
needs to become a dynamic member of
the world's economic community, it is
they who can help Ukrainians become
more self-sufficient and to enjoy more
of the fruits that are rightfully theirs as
citizens of the one of the richest nations
in the world.
Unfortunately, some of our "Bs and
Ps" are somewhat alienated from us and
rightfully so. We haven't always been
very kind of them. Nor have we always
appreciated their skills. Despite their
alienation, however, most young pro–
fessionals with whom 1 speak love
Ukraine, respect our community, and
would probably be willing to help if the
circumstances were propitious.
І believe there are many young
professionals out there who could and
would take a company-endorsed sabba–
tical in order to spend a few months in
Ukraine as management or entrepre–
neurial consultants. While there, they
could explore future investment possi–
bilities and possibly lay the groundwork
for their company's later involvement.
To encourage such an enterprise, І
suggest that Ukrainian fraternal,
preferably the Ukrainian National
Association, offer a meaningful stipend
(no less than S5,000) to the first 10
professionals who want to become
involved. These first 10 people could
easily play a history-making role in the
evolution of Ukraine's economy and
provide untold benefits to the Ukrai–
nian people.
if we're serious about helping U–
kraine, this is one way to do it.
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Renowned poet Una Kostenko lectures at La Salle University

Una Kostenko at La Salle University being introduced by Prof. Rudnytzky
(center) as Prof. Michael Naydan of Penn State University looks on.
PHILADELPHIA - Ukraine's pre–
mier poetess, Lina Kostenko, has made
several personal appearances in Phila–
delphia.
On February 19, she lectured to the
students and faculty of La Salle Univer–
sity, where her remarks were translated
into English by Prof. Leonid Rudnyt–
zky. About 180 people listened atten–
tively to Ms. Kostenko's analysis of
what it means to be a Ukrainian and her
careful, at times very humorous, diffe–
rentiation between Ukrainians and

Russians.
Prior to her address, Prof. Rud–
nytzky, in introducing the poetess,
analyzed briefly her latest cycle of
works published in the Kiev based
journal vitchyzna (No. 1, 1990). According to him this cycle, titled "vedy
Mene Shliakhetnymy Shliakhamy"
(Lead Me on Noble Paths) is an intellec–
tual and asthetic synthesis of her pre–
vious work.
"Lead Me on Noble Paths" is reflec–
tive philosophical poetry which ex-

presses succinctly its author's world
view, in it, Ms. Kostenko raises a
number of crucial questions and offers a
number of both simple and complex
answers.
She also comments on the current
Zeitgeist and the condition humaine not
just in Ukraine and in the Soviet Union,
but in today's world, in referring to
many a contemporary of hers, she asks,
"What kind of a poet is he who has been
afraid half of his life?" and proclaims
proudly: "My lips are used to speaking
the truth, why should they drink the
wine of hypocrisy now?" She stresses the
need to speak the truth not in a flowery
and bombastic manner, but in a simple
fashion, because "the truth today is
both simple and terrible."
Ages pass and ages come, but the
question remains, is humanity still
capable of being human? Perhaps we
fail to realize that the Chornobyl of our
spirit has exploded a long time ago, and
that there is no Geiger counter that can
measure the total destruction of the
human soul, she states.
in a world which apparently negates
history, the poet is thankful for the
spiritual heritage of her ancestors;
rejecting the various modern "-isms"
and "neos–" she yearn for a simple
existence somewhere on an island like
Borneo, but she knows only too well
that there is no island today that offers
escape from the civilization of our
atomic age.
Ms. Kostenko concludes her poetical

musings with the notion, that on this
earth the human soul is the only state
where there is freedom as pure as an
ozone particle, and that the borders of
the soul extend over the worlds where
there are no lines of demarcation.
But, we"who are alive, our task is to
praise God. We have walked behind the
plow on a terrible field, we have
removed rocks and uprooted bushes,
and now we need good sowers for the
field. Alas, we have poisoned every–
thing, and it is time to quarantine the
forests and even the crowns of trees, but
perhaps right now, she adds with a
touch of optimism, ember is being
formed, and we humans still do not
know about it.
in her other appearances, which
included the University of Pennsylvania
and the Lypynsky institute of East
European Studies, Ms. Kostenko
impressed her audiences not only with
the poetic readings of her works, but
also with compelling and cogent
analyses of contemporary problems
based on principles and notions
expressed in her latest poetry.
Speaking about the spirit that
informs Ms. Kostenko's work, Prof.
Rudnytzky summed it up in this
manner: "it is a spirit of a person who is
honest and straight-forward and knows
no compromise, it is the spirit of a
person who cannot be broken nor
bought, neither for money nor for
honors, it is a spirit of a person who has
always walked the noble path."

Minicourse at University of Michigan focuses on Kostenko
by Myrosia Stefaniuk
ANN ARBOR, Mich. - inconnec–
tion with Lina Kostenko's visit
to the University of Michigan at
Ann Arbor, the Slavic Division and the
Center for Russian and East European
Studies offered a minicourse titled
"Lina Kostenko and the Ukrainian
Cultural Renaissance of the 1960s. "The
series of six lectures by Ukrainian
faculty at the university and the poet
herself, was open to students and the
general public.
in the introductory sessions, Prof.
Roman Szporluk provided a panorama
of Ukrainian history leading to the
course of events in the 20th century.
Prof. Assya Humesky traced the deve–
lopment of Ukrainian literature from
Kievan Rus' through intermittent
periods of repression and rebirth, to the
literary renaissance of the 1920s and the
writers who sparked that period before
their ultimate destruction by the axe of
socialist realism.
in her characterization of the postStalin period, Уега Andrushkiw em–
phasized the crucial difference between
eastern and western perceptions of the
written word, "in view of our nation's
history, the writer is not only the
guardian of the historical past, but the
voice and conscience of a people
struggling for their very existence. And
this is why he is continually persecuted
and repressed."
in the final sessions, Ms. Kostenko
reinforced the underlying thasm be–
tween Soviet and Western ideological
and socio-political systems with illustra–
tions from her own life. Then she related
her experiences as a Ukrainian writer
who openly challenged the rigidity of
socialist realism, thus stimulating
changes which were warmly welcomed
by the public, but met with growing
hostility by the regime.
The culminating event of her univer–
sity residency was the one-day sympo–
sium titled "Lina Kostenko —The

Artist and the Thinker," which featured
10 leading scholars of Ukrainian litera–
ture and concluded with an evening
poetry reading by the poet.
"Poetry is always the inimitable
immortal touching of the soul," Ms.
Kostenko stated in her collection "Ne–
povtornist" (Kiev, 1980). As such, a
poetry is not a statement about life but
rather is a re-enactment, an experience
the reader must re-live. There is no
other comprehension of the arts.
But there is a formal structure in
which myriad elements come together
simultaneously on many levels, and
while analysis can never substitute the
work itself, it does prepare the reader to
enter the poem more perceptively. The
work is taken apart so that it may then
be put back together again more richly.
And that is what the symposium was all
about.
To try to recapture the full range and
flavor of a symposium such as this one,
is futile. One can only attempt a super–
ficial summary, highlight some of the
key issues and hope that, with a little bit

of luck, one might lure the reader to
delve into the original works and maybe
even return for more than one reading.
The opening paper by Prof. Michael
Naydan of Pennsylvania State Univer–
sity, touched on essential questions
about the very nature and purpose of
poetry, in his exploration of Ms. Ko–
stenko's use of anamnesis (a recollective
process), he suggested that the poet not
only gains knowledge and understand–
ing of the individual and collective past
but, in fact, annuls the effects of time
and, by participating in a higher spiri–
tual reality, she rejuvenates the spirit
and creates a sense of immortality.
Prof. Walter Smyrniw, from Ca–
nada's McMaster University, discussed
the author's comments, intricately
intertwined into the text of "Skyfs'ka
Odyseya" and their role in deciphering
and decoding the mysterious legacy of
the Scythians. His presentation was
enhanced by bigger-than-life slides of
the golden Scythian artifacts mention^
ed in the poetic work.
Prof. Danylo Husar Struk (Univer–

Prof. John Fizer applauds Lina Kostenko.

sity of Toronto) disassembled the
historical drama "Marusia Churay" to
its fundamental components and exa–
mined them in terms of poetic form, the
novel form, and history, providing the
poet's rationale for each choice. Prof.
Myroslava Znayenko (Rutgers Univer–
sity) provided the integral bond for all
the papers through a complementary
treatise on the use of history and myth
in the poet's quest for the Self.
Dr. Larissa Onyshkevych (Princeton
Research Forum) evaluated the attri–
butes of the verse drama and Prof.
Jaroslav Rozumnyj (University of
Manitoba) applied these to two dramatic works in which the central theme of
betrayal is examined from the viewpoints of both the betrayer and the
betrayed.
Kostenko's poetics were discussed in
terms of the "signifier" and the "signi–
fied" in structural linguistics by Prof.
John Fizer from Rutgers University.
Using selected examples from recent
lyrical poetry, Prof. Bohdan Rubchak
(University of lllinois-Chicago) articu–
lated those qualities of language that
make poetic content interdependent
with its form.
it was the richness of language and
range of verse, themes and their treat–
ment in lyrical poetry that first caught
the eye of Prof. Maurice Friedberg
(University of lllinbis-Urbana) who
spoke on "Lina Kostenko through NonUkrainian Eyes."
in his comparison of two different
translations of a single poem, "Paporot"
(The Fern), Dr. viacheslav Brioukho–
vetsky illustrated the difficult chal–
lenge faced by translators who must
make the choice between form and
structure vs. context and poetics. Dr.
Brioukhovetsky, a guest lecturer from
the institute of Literary Studies at the
Ukrainian Academy of Sciences in
Kiev, is author of a monograph on Ms.
Kostenko to be released this spring.
Given that writing is a way of coming
(Continued on page 15)
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SPOTL1GHT ON: Una Kostenko, the artist and the thinker
by Myrosia Stefaniuk
ANN ARBOR, Mich. - At last. On a cold
December night, some 20 of us welcomed her at the
airport with flowers and warm embraces. Mostly
women. She arrived with her 22 year-old son, vasyl
Tsvirkunov, on the same plane from Moscow as
Mykola Suk, the Ukrainian pianist who was to
concertize in our city the following evening. Both
arrivals complicated by bureaucratic red tape on both
sides of the ocean. Both anxiously awaited.
This was Lina Kostenko's first visit to the United
States, it also marked an unprecedented first for the
University of Michigan where she would serve as
writer-in-residence, But unprecedented firsts were
becoming daily occurrences. And now, the poet
laureate of Ukraine would come to the free world and
take her rightful place among the poets of the world.
І brought along my dog-eared copy of her first book
published in the west, hoping to get it personalized.
That volume of Ms. Kostenko's "Poetry" (Smoloskyp
1969) had its rigid back broken years ago in favorite
places from numerous re-readings, many of the pages
loose and filled with notes, it wasn't easy to get a copy,
even back then. The books sold out as quickly as they
appeared on the shelves.
Later, my children discovered Lina Kostenko in
their high school Ukrainian classes and added their
own notations to mine, it was poetry to be shared with
someone you loved, it was poetry to be shared with
someone who loved poetry.
Only six months ago, 1 sat cross-legged on a motel
bed in Windsor, Canada discussing Lina Kostenko's
"Marusia Churay" with Nila Kriukova and Halyna
Menkush, guest artists from Ukraine who treated us to
an exquisite interpretation of that dramatic poem (see
The Ukrainian Weekly, August 29, 1989). To some
extent, each of us identified with Marusia, we agreed
— but in Ms. Kostenko's work, there was an ancestral
memory at work. And the Kostenko-Menkush–
Kruikova combination was much more than a
dramatic interpretation of a literary work, it was the
fate and force of an entire nation — its history, in all its
depths that moved, provoked, agitated. "1 am still
alive:." whispered Marusia in the final line of the
poem.
And now here was the living poet herself, in person.
"1 belong to a very fortunate nation. Fortunate because it has never subjugated anyone. І belong to a
very unfortunate, tragic nation — because it has
always been subjugated," were Lina Kostenko's
opening words at her first public appearance in the
West.
Then she recalled an incident which had made a
deep and lasting impact on her literary lifestyle. She
told us about the international Writers' Congress in
Leningrad at which many notable authors made
profound discourses on writing while America's John
Steinbeck listened silently, noncommitally. When it
was his turn to address the audience, he stood up,
quietly stated: "A writer must write ..."and sat down.
This simple statement became Lina Kostenko's
personal credo and repeatedly surfaced during the
"thaw" of the 1960s, during the "period of stagnation"
which followed, during the 16 years when she wrote
but was not published, and now, once again during the
era of glasnost. "1 am grateful to Steinbeck for
teaching me something that at first appeared banal,
but is, in fact an essential principle for all writers, at all
times," she declared.
Ms. Kostenko then spoke about the role of the
writer in contemporary Ukraine. Describing her
nation as one which was "loved to death by its
neighbors," she traced its tragic history and with
characteristic wit and irony, made an impassioned
appeal for the truth that must be told about its
systematic destruction.
"The Ukrainian nation has the historical misfortune
of being pulled into a whirlpool — an anomaly of the
empire, a national 'Bermuda Triangle' - one in which
whatever is created is dragged down and vanishes." in
this deadly vortex, the fate of the Ukrainian writer is
analogous to that of the mythological Laocoon, said
Ms. Kostenko. As he is being strangled by serpents, his
desperate silent scream goes unheard.
But even in such circumstances, she said, "1 continue
to hear that reassuring, kind voice whispering to me: a
writer must write." This was a phrase that would reecho many times during the weeks that followed.
Several days later, Prof. Assya Humesky intro–
duced Ms, Kostenko to a packed auditorium of
faculty, students and members of Detroit's Ukrainian
community.
"The task which the Ukrainian nation faces today is
tremendous, it is rapidly awakening to a self-awaic–

Lina Kostenko with her son, vasyl Tsvirkunov, soon
after their arrival in the United States.

ness which has been suppressed artificially for
centuries. The main weapon in this struggle is the word
... and when we speak of the Ukrainian cultural
renaissance of the 1960s, we invariably connect it with
Lina Kostenko's name, it was her verses which broke
the ice over the stagnant waters of socialist realism in
Ukrainian poetry," Prof. Humesky told the audience.
The readings began with selected poems from earlier
collections, read respectively in Ukrainian and English
by Уега Andrushkiw and Katia Rowenchuk, doctoral
candidates at U. of M.'s Slavic department, "it is
pleasant to hear my former lyrical works," Ms.
Kostenko commented, "but 1 must return to the
present."
The selections she chose to read from her most
recent book, "Selected Works" (Kiev 1989), were brief.
Gone were the strikingly personal lyrical images and
the musical melodies of her early works; no longer
could we hear the pulsating rhythms of her dramatic
historical epics. Now, her voice filled the auditorium,
heavy with pain, anguish, bitterness, frustration and
anger at the deliberate destruction of the Ukrainian
nation. "We are severely injured peoples...who will
return our life to us?" in a traumatized system that
demands "Poet! Do not be a poet!" Her verses
contained apocalyptic overtones and immitigable
sadness interlaced with fury at the fork-tongued
serpent of "dvoyazychiye." in the face of apathy or
mutilation, for Ms. Kostenko, only sheer force of wilL
provides impetus.
"1 consider myself an individual who belongs to the
(Continued on page 11)

U. of Michigan initiates visiting scholar series
by Myrosia Stefaniuk

and Zenon Kohut.
The prospective Ukrainian visiting scholar
project would not only reinforce what Prof.
Szporluk aptly termed "the Ukrainian presence,"
but would also provide an excellent forum for
interaction between Ukrainian scholars and
academicians from other universities as well as
from other parts of the world.

Lina Kostenko, one of Ukraine's most prominent
contemporary poets, arrived at the University oj
Michigan in Ann Arbor in early December to
accept a poet-in-residence position for a period of
several months. The poet's visit was co-sponsored
by the University's Department of Slavic Lan–
guages and Literatures and the Center for Russian
The Lina Kostenko. program, which was open to
and East European Studies (CREES), with the
generous support of the Antonovych Foundation faculty, students and general public, included a
of Washington. During her stay in the United mini-course series on the 20th century Ukrainian
States, Ms. Kostenko also had residency at cultural and literary renaissance, as well as guest
Pennsylvania State University as a Woskob Fellow lectures and several evening poetry readings by Ms.
Kostenko.
in the Humanities.
On February 10, a one-day symposium titled
ANN ARBOR, Mich. - The University of "Lina Kostenko: The Artist and the Thinker"
Michigan in Ann Arbor, a notable forerunner in the brought together some of thefinestrepresentatives of
area of Soviet and East European studies, has taken Ukrainian culture and scholarship from the United
a major step in initiating a series of visiting States, Canada and Ukraine. No less importantly, it
fellowships in Ukrainian studies. "Lina Kostenko's enabled University of Michigan students to become
visit is the first step of what we hope will be a regular acquainted with Ukrainian issues and to focus in
Ukrainian visiting scholar program at this univer– one some of the painful and sensitive issues of a
sity," explained Dr. Roman Szporluk, professor of nation that has been decimated throughout its
history and director of the Center for Russian and history yet has nonetheless survived.
East European Studies.

"U. of M. is not planning to establish a Ukrainian
chair or a full-scale Ukrainian program," Prof.
Szporluk clarified. "We acknowledge and admire
the work of those universities already involved in
such programs, but we simply do not have the
financial resources for such a project here. Our
objectives are to establish a permanent endowment
which would enable scholars and artists in Ukrai–
nian studies to spend a semester or more here, doing
research or creative work in their respective fields."
The Center (CREES), in association with the
Slavic Department, is presently engaged in a major
endowment building effort. This effort is being
conducted in close cooperation with the Nicholas
Copernicus Committee, which aims to establish an
endowed chair in Polish studies, and with the
Armenian studies program at the university,
incidentally, U, of M. already has two Armenian
chairs: one in history and one in language and
literature.
Ukrainian studies are now set to this university,
in the Slavic Department, Ukrainian language and
literature courses, directed studies and seminars
have been taught on the graduate and undergra–
duate level by Prof. Assya Humesky since the early
1960s. Ukrainian history and political development
has been effectively incorporated into Soviet and
East European area studies by Prof. Szporluk, who „„„.....„.„.„ ...„.„....„„.......... ..„„„
has been mentor to such prominent alumni as Drs. Lina Kostenko reads a passage from works by Lesia ,
Roman Solchanyk, James масе, John Paul Himka
Ukrainka.
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THE ART SCENE

Ostafiychuk works displayed in New York Chicago hosts exhibit by Olenska-Petryshyn
NEW YORK - The Pershi Stezhi
Plast sorority together with the Ukrai–
nian Artists' Association sponsored an
exhibit of over 100 works - linocuts,
monotypes, etchings, pastels and inks,
temperas, drawings, pastels, mixed
techniques, oils and stained glass works
- by ivan Ostafiychuk in New York
City last fall.
Mr. Ostafiychuk, who emigrated
from Lviv to Toronto via Yugoslavia in
1988, achieved prominence in Ukraine
as an illustrator of books, as well as

printmaker, before turning to painting,
and is currently exhibiting throughout
Canada and the United States.
Born in 1940, in the foothills of the
Carpathian Mountains, he studied at
the Lviv institute of Applied and
Decorative Art from which he gra–
duated in 1966. His art views have been
greatly influenced by his teachers;
Yaroslava Muzyka, Roman Selsky and
Leopold Levytsky, all of whom studied
in western Europe before the second
(Continued on page 11)

Arcadia Olenska-Petryshyn at Chicago exhibit.
by Daria Markus
CHICAGO - The art exhibit of
Arcadia Olenska-Petryshyn in Chicago
this past November was historic in
many ways; it was the first time the
Ukrainian Dance Ensemble Hromovyt–
sia sponsored an art exhibit, and the
exhibit was the first individual show to
premiere in the newly erected Cultural
Center of Ss. volodymyr and Olha
a Hadzewycz
Куш Ostafiychuk with members of the Pershi Stezhi Plast sorority at the opening of Parish.
it would have been appropriate to
^
^
h
i
s
New York exhibit.
name this exhibit, or view November 911, "A Meeting in the Garden of Epicu–
rus." For Epicurus, a 4th century B.C.
Greek philosopher, the quest of philo–
sophy was not an acquisition of knowNEW YORK - A traveling exhibit design of the book cover for Pavlo
ledge, but finding the secret of a happy,
of works by three generations of the Tychyna's "Soniashni Klarnety," and
pleasant life. And such a life, in his
Lisowsky family - Robert Lisowsky, this was followed by such graphic
opinion, was possible to attain in a
Zoya Lisowsky and Lada Nyzankow– masterpieces as the emblem of Luf–
small circle of friends with common
sky — toured the Eastern Seaboard last thansa Airlines, which the company
uses to this day, as well as the Plast interests and inclinations. When the
autumn.
followers of Plato and Aristotle met in
The exhibit, sponsored by the emblem incorporating the Ukrainian the academy or lyceum, the followers of
branches of the Pershi Stezhi Plast trident with the fleur de lis.
Examples of these works as well as Epicurus met in the garden, the Garden
sorority in New York City, Philadel–
of Epicurus.
phia and Washington, featured more various stamps, ex libris (bookplates),
The paintings of Mrs. Olenskathan 85 works by the three artists and logos, book covers and drawings were
Petryshyn created an impression that
was visited by hundreds of art enthu– on view during the exhibit.
one
was in a magical, exotic garden,
The second featured artist was Mr.
siasts in the three cities.
Mr. lisowsky (1893-1982)achieved a Lisowsky's daughter Zoya Nyzankow– mysterious in its silence, arrested in
great reputation in the graphic arts sky-Lisowsky, whose works include
field. Born in Zaporizhzhia, he attend– gouaches and icons. She was born in
ed the Ukrainian State Academy of Lviv and educated at the universities of
Arts, where he studied with the master vienna and Graz. She graduated from
Yuriy Narbut. Mr. Lisowsky also was the Polytechnic School of Art in Lon–
fortunate to study with Fedir Krychev– don, receiving a National Diploma in
sky and Qteksander Murashko in the Design in 1951. in 1952 she began a
early ;WOs, however it is Narbut that three-year program at the Academy de
Belles Artes in Rome, attending master
inspired him to develop as an artist.
(Continued on page 11)
He first received acclaim for the

Three generations of artists featured

bright, vibrant colors, often with a
background of a dark night. Cactus is
the preferred plant of the artist, in its
many forms and with the indispensible
thorns. On its rather unfriendly and
uninviting stumps it is surprising to find
infinitely gentle and tender flowers,
white, pink, red, blue. Especially the
white ones, so similar to the famed
magnolias of Georgia O'Keefe, project
an aura of joyous delight.
But even when the color is absent, as
it is in the black and white engravings,
the magical quality of mysterious
beauty is still there, in fact, the elegance
of precision and harmony of the x^am–
position is even more striking.
The artist was introduced at the
opening of the exhibit by Luba Mar–
kewych of the Ukrainian institute of
Modern Art in Chicago. Mrs. Petry–
shyn has participated in nearly 50 group
and individual exhibits and her works
can be found both in museums and
private collections in many countries
besides the United States — in Canada,
Ukraine, Germany, France, Belgium,
England, Scotland, even in China. She
explained to the audience the process of
making lithographs and engravings.
(Continued on page 15)

Lukaszewycz-Polon wins art award

Artists Zoya Lisowsky and LiMk Nyzankpwsky.

'' A woodcut by Oksana Lukaszewycz-Polon of Penn Yan, N,Y„ was chosen
to receive the first-place "award of excellence'3 recently at the "Art as idea"
Conference held in the Catskil! region of New York state, The award was
presented at a gala banquet attended by 700 conference participants at the
Granit Conference Center. The award-winning work is the diptych
"Pathos," a.qolor woodcut. Ms. Lukaszewycz-Polon is on the art faculty at
'
Keuka College in Keuka Park, NY,
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Ostafiychuk...
(Continued from page 10)

Reproduction from the cover page of a
world war.
A recently released English-language
monograph about the artist, simply
titled "Ostafiychuk," published with a
grant from Multicu!turalism Canada,
provides art enthusiasts with an intro–
duction to the artist's work, written by
art scholar Daria Darewych of To–
ronto.
Mrs. Darewych writes:
"The work of the prominent Ukrai–
nian artist lvan Ostafiychuk is notable
for its great variety, craftsmanship and
national character. The artist's images
are based on associations, symbols and
visual metaphors closely tied to the
Ukrainian people, particularly the life
of Hutsuls with their ancient customs,
songs and work on the land.
"The Ukrainian roots of Ostafiy–
chuk's art are noticeable not only in the
themes of his pictures, but also in the
n a d a p t i o n тмк tmnsformafcioji 4qf eth–
nographic and artistic traditions and in
the creation of images. At the same time
Ostafiychuk's prints and paintings have
been enriched by the developments of
contemporary Ukrainian and world art
and his attempts to achieve a synthesis
of all things seen and experienced.
"At the beginning of the 1980s Osta–
fiychuk's work underwent a metamor–
phosis. Line and color became very
emotional, and the composition became

Lina Kostenko...
(Continued from page 9)
resistance movement...a resistance
against fascism. Those who suffer for
their convictions and artistic integrity
become steeled, strengthened by resis–
tance and they alone, survive as artists.
"1 never underwent 'restructuring,'
nor will 1 ever be restructured. І have
made it clear to my colleagues in Rukh
that even within the Rukh movement, І
remain a separate faction. І have no
ambitions to lead; І seek only the inner
life of a writer. But 1 fear that if
perestroika comes to a dead stop, 1 will
need to fight on the barricades."
in reply to a question about writers
who have become political activists at
the expense of their creative endeavors,
she referred to the poet Evhen Mala–
niuk who stated that, "When a nation
perishes, poets and prophets are born,
but when poets perish, is a nation then
born?"
"it is a sad and complex issue," Ms.
Kostenko concluded. "Today, the most
courageous individuals join the ranks of
Rukh - and as it turns out, they are the
finest poets, writers...(lvan) Drach,
(volodymyr) Yavorivsky.,.l can only
anticipate that this will become the sti–
mulus for others who will eventually take
over politics so that writers can return to
writing, it comes down to the eternal
unanswerable question: What does a
nation need more — a poet or a martyr,
a fighter or one who will embody the
;
spirit of the nation?"
^

book of art works by lvan Ostafiychuk.
more spontaneous and dynamic. The
artist has called this new phase his selfexpressive period. According to Osta–
fiychuk it relates more directly to the
often extremely harsh realities of life in
Ukraine, to the limitations placed on
individual freedom and enormous
ecological problems.
"Ostafiychuk's new expressive style
may be seen in the illustrations to the
collection of poems of Dmytro Pavly–
chko 'Rubaii,' 1987, the poetry of Lina
Kostenko, 4Sad Netanuchykh Skulptur'
(Orchard of Unmeltable Sculptures),
1987, and the collection to poems by
lvan Drach, 'Khram Sontsia'(Shrine of
the Sun), 1988, all of which were
published in Ukraine."
The 38-page book (12 x 9 inches)
includes eight color plates and an
attractive cover with a color portrait of
the artist as well as 53 black and white
reproductions of various works by Mr.
Ostafiychuk. The layout and cover
design are credited to the artist.
A biography of the artist in the
French, German and Ukrainian lan–
guages is included on the last pages of
the handsome publication, which also
features an English-language listing of
his participation in selected group
exhibitions, solo exhibitions and a
selected bibliography.
The book may be purchased from the
artist for 525 plus postage from the
artist: lvan Ostafiychuk, 66 Oakmount
Road, Apt. 808, Toronto, Ontario M6P
2M8.
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Youth for Christ conclave planned
STAMFORD, Conn. - When the the spirit behind the gathering, "Being
1990 Youth for Christ Conference Ukrainian Catholic in Today's World."
gathers at Soyuzivka in Kerhonkson, This theme will be addressed directly in
N.Y., the weekend of June 8-Ю, they workshops or in approaches to the
will be living anew a dream of 1933.
issue.
When these youths gather and when
in both the Ukrainian and English
youths gathered in 1933, they shared languages there will be a workshop on
two common goals: 1) to provide a the history and liturgical context of
forum wherein Ukrainian youth could being a Ukrainian Catholic in the
demonstrate their faith in Christ, and contemporary North American We–
their own religious and national con– stern world. There will also be worksciousness in the face of the perilous shops on lay ministry and marital issues
conditions in the world and 2) to to name a couple. There will also be a
reaffirm their steadfast allegiance as workshop on the ever changing situa–
members of the Ukrainian Catholic tion in the Ukrainian Catholic Church
Church and their steadfast conviction in Ukraine itself. These workshops will
to always work for the welfare of the be an in-depth look at the issues.
Church and nation.
Other topics that will be covered are
in this 1990 gathering, they are living the holy mysteries through icono–
out the exhortation of the Servant of graphy, lifestyle questions, as well as
God Metropolitan Andrey Sheptytsky: others to be named.
"May this day endure as a great memory
Presenters will be coming from italy,
throughout your entire life. May it be the tjnited States and Canada.
the beginning of a better, deeper, more
All persons between 18 and 35 who
Christian and Godlike life! May it be want to give witness to their faith in
the start of a new and holy life!"
Christ, show their solidarity with the
The 1933 gathering was such a be– persecuted Church in Ukraine, show
ginning for thousands of young people, their concern for the future of their
it is hoped that the 1990 Youth for Church and to socialize with other
Christ will be the same in the lives of this young adults are invited to attend the
new generation, it is the hope of the 1990 Youth for Christ.
Church that this event will inspire
young people between the ages of 18
Registration forms are in the process
and 35 to a greater participation in the of being sent to every Ukrainian
leadership of the Church,
Catholic Church in the United States
The committee has put together a and Canada that has a resident priest, or
group of speakers and workshops. The you can write to: 1990 Youth For
keynote speaker is the Rev. Taras Christ, P.O. Box 2311, Stamford,
Lozynsky. in his address, he will present Conn, 06906-0311.

Ukraine's bishops...
(Continued from page 3)
- the right to organize its own
characteristic hierarchial structure;
- the possibility of maintaining free
contacts with the faithful and other
citizens in its own country and abroad;
- the possibility of maintaining
unhindered contacts with the Roman
pontiff and the Holy See and equally
with bishops, clergy and faithful in the
diaspora.

structures and basic organization.
^ (14) At the head of the Ukrainian
Greek Catholic Church stands the
major archbishop together with the
Synod of Bishops which is located in
Lviv. At an appropriate earliest date,
the Ukrainian Greek Catholic Church
will be raised to patriarchal dignity.
Then the patriarch, recognized by the
Roman pontiff, other Particular
Churches and the government authori–
ties, will govern his Church in Ukraine
and in the diaspora.
Signed in Lviv by the following bishops
of the Ukrainian Greek Catholic
Church:
Archbishop volodymyr Sterniuk
Bishop Sofron Dmyterko
Bishop Filemon Kurchaba
Bishop Julian voronovsky
Bishop Pavlo vasylyk
Bishop Mykhailo Sapryha
Bishop lvan Margitych

^ (11) All bishops of the Ukrainian
Greek Catholic Church have to be
recognized by the government authori–
ties and their names published in the
papal directory Annuario Pontificio.
^ (12) The Ukrainian Greek Catholic
Church especially demands that the
(Continued from page 10)
central seminary in Lviv be renewed as
classes with Roberto Melli. She took quickly as possible to train future
classes in frescoes, stained class, mo– priests, it will also equally have the right
UKRAINIAN
saics, enamel, ceramics, sculpture, to freely send priests and candidates for
TYPEWRITERS
lithography and woodcuts.
the priesthood to study in Rome and
also other languages complete
Since 1955, she was resided in Geneva other cities in the Western world.
line of office machines A
and has had numerous one-woman
^ (13) After the public recognition
equipment.
shows in Munich, Geneva, Rio di and legalization of the Ukrainian Greek
JACOB SACHS
Janiero, New York, Toronto and Chi– Catholic Church, it will be ruled by the
251 W 98th St
cago.
New York. N. Y 10025
Canon Law of the Eastern Catholic
Tel. (212) 2 2 2 6 6 8 3
She and her husband,singer Oleh Ny– Churches of the Universal Church, its
7 days a week
zankowsky, son of the composer Nestor own particular law creating its infraNyzankowsky, are the parents of the
third featured artist of this unique
We have in stock a new booklet
exhibit, Lada Ariana Nysankowsky.
Ms. Nyzankowsky, who was born in
by
Geneva, graduated from the Academy
Myroslaw lvan Cardinal Lubachivsky
of Arts in that city with a diploma in
WAS ІТ REALLY RUSS1A THAT WAS
painting and descriptive geometry in
1986.
CHR1ST1AN1SED 1N 988?
She worked for a year as a children's
London-Rome, 1986, printed by Ukrainian Publishers in London, 47 pp. Price SS.OO.
book illustrator and has taken part in
groups shows in Switzerland. She has
Moscow is making preparations to celebrate the alleged "Millennium of Christianity in Russia," on
also had two one-woman shows and in
which the Orthodox Patriarchate in Russia is spending huge sums of money. Ukraine's ancient name
1988, she received the grand prix from
"Rus"'gives the Russians an opportunity to misinform the free world by saying that this was the "Christiani–
the Salon of Young Artists of the
zation of Russia," which at that time did not even exist. Cardinal Lubachivsky tries to disapprove that claim.
French-speaking region of Switzerland.
She exhibited oils, gouaches, waterS V O B O D A BOOK STORE
colors, pastels and drawings.
30 Montgomery Street, Jersey City, NJ. 07302
The two women, mother and dau–
New Jersey residents add 607o sales tax
ghter, were in ih: vnited States during
the show's duration and attended the
openings of the exhibits in each city.
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Gorbachev era, locals were never lists regard those reports as biased and
allowed to walk past the guard booth pay little attention to them.
For this reason, it is crucial for the
(Continued from page 7)
located at the entrance of the complex
non-Russian ethnic groups based in where all the journalists' bureaus are person working in Moscow not to
Moscow, Ukrainians never came to the based. Today, anyone can walk by appear to be a hard-line nationalist, as
journalists, who tend to view almost all
offices of the Baltimore Sun to drop off unannounced.
newsletters, newspapers or articles:
Many of the people who came up to issues from a liberal viewpoint, will
The Moscow bureau chief of the Sun, our bureau reported no problems of never find hisl her reports objective.
All of the bureaus have a TASS
as well as journalists representing other harassment in their frequent visits.
foreign media services with whom І While 1 became friendly with many of printer in their offices which on oc–
became acquainted, constantly spoke of these people, conversations in our office casion provides credible though scant
the various people who came by their were always kept light, since electronic reports on ethnic issues breaking outoffices to drop off news material. bugging in the bureaus is still widely side of Moscow. Some bureaus receive
printouts from news services which they
Occasionally these activists telexed or prevalent.
faxed information to the bureaus as
For the initial meeting, it is wiser to subscribe to, such as Reuters, UP1 and
well
set up an appointment with thejourna– AP, among others.
Most of these press liaisons happened list in advance rather than dropping by
But like the Baltimore Sun, which is
to be in their 30s or 40s, an age range unannounced. The journalists are ac– normally a one-person bureau, the wire
that frequently matched those of the cessible, providing the person sounds services rely on the same sources of
correspondents. As a result, the journa– credible.
information as do the papers that
lists befriended some of them, while
My proposal becomes clearer once subscribe to them. The only difference is
others became reliable contacts.
Ukrainians in the West become aware that the wire services have more people
it is not only critical, but long of the standard methods that journalists to verify the data on deadline. Other
overdue for Ukrainians to have such a in Moscow use to obtain their informa– than that Moscow-based journalists
press contact in Moscow. And while tion. To begin with, information comes turn to their personal contacts for tips.
this individual may not see results to them via the broadcasting and print
it is relevant to point out that histo–
initially, there is no doubt that after a media. Every morning either the rically, since the great famine of the
while journalists will begin to rely on staff assistants or the KGB-supplied 1930s, significant events relating to the
himy her. This individual's name should secretaries scan the central Soviet press Ukrainian cause have received little or
be widely known to Ukrainians in (on which the bureaus rely almost no press coverage. Today, the difference
Ukraine, so that he; she is immediately exclusively) for newsworthy material. is that Ukrainians have the potential to
contacted when news breaks there. This The few bureaus that do receive non- influence the way the rest of the world
individual would also strengthen Russian republic newspapers pay com– perceives them.
his;her cause by inviting journalists paratively little attention to them.
Just recently, in January, a human
over for lunch or dinner on a regular
chain in Ukraine - staged to comme–
At 9 p.m. every night all foreign
basis.
morate the reunification of Ukrainian
Critics may ponder whether any such journalists watch "Угетуа," the nightly territory in 1919 — received no major
individual based in the Soviet Union news program. Some of the more coverage from the networks or the
would want to risk being so openly conscientious correspondents even larger newspapers in the West. One
exposed, for fear of persecution. An listen to the nightly Soviet radio news could indeed assume that a bias stifled
alternative would be to dispatch some- broadcast which airs earlier in the the coverage. However, a more in-depth
one from the West to assume this post, evening.
examination reveals other factors.
Ever since Gorbachev's glasnost
it must be kept in mind, however, that a
Coming on the heels of the interna–
Westerner would find it difficult to policy was put firmly into place, fewer tionally recognized Baltic chain, the
acquire a visa and housing for such an and fewer journalists rely on Radio Ukrainian chain, at least on the surface,
Liberty and voice of America to get
extended period.
lacked the originality the press favors.
ф
The advantage clearly lies with an their information. While many bureaus However, the chain did serve its purindividual who is already living there. receive the research reports prepared by pose in uniting Ukrainians in a rousing
For one thing, today it is a lot easier to Radio Free Europe; Radio Liberty, few show of solidarity.
meet with foreign journalists than in the have much opportunity to read through
The widespread coverage of the
past, in the dark days of the pre– them. Moreover, many of the journa–
Baltic chain was aided by a lucky break
in midsummer, when the Supreme
ПЛАСТОВЕ ПЛЕМ'Я „ПЕРШІ СТЕЖІ"
Soviet was not in session and little
- влаштовує major news was happening in the Soviet
Union and the rest of the world. To add
spice, the event was staged on the
anniversary of a major historical event,
which consumed the pages of the central
Soviet press weeks before the event was
для дітей від 4 до 6 років
to occur.
Табір відбудеться на C O Ю З І В Ц І у двох групах:
The Baits also orchestrated a clever
and aggressive public relations cam–
від 1-го до 7-го липня (6 днів) ^ від 7-го до 14-го липня (7 днів)
paign.
At the Sun, we not only received
ОПЛАТА ЗА ПОБУТ НА СОЮЗІВЦІ: за батька, або матір і за одну дитину S65.00
a telex listing names of contacts, loca–
денно. В ціну є вже включені податки й обслуга. За кожну додаткову дитину
tions and telephone numbers, but we
оплата S7.00 денно. Члени УНСоюзу одержують 100Ж знижки.

Ukrainians and...

ДЕННИЙ ТАБІР
„ПТАШАТ ПРИ ПЛАСТІ"

Замовлення кімнат із фбО.ОО завдатку висилати на адресу:

were called more than twice to confirm
our attendance at the conference.
Afraid we might still not be getting the
message, the Baits telexed us yet a
second time to make sure the trans–
mitted information was received fully in
intact.
The Ukrainian chain had the misfor–
tune to coincide with the height of the
Baku crisis, when camera crews and
Moscow-based journalists were fo–
cusing all their attention on Azer–
baidzhan.
it's conceivable that foreign affairs
editors of the major newspapers mea–
sured the wire coverage of the Ukrai–
nian human chain against the events
going on in Baku, and then decided it
wasn't important enough.
On a more positive note, The New
York Times has published several
articles on the legalization of the
Ukrainian Church. One of the last
stories it ran occurred on the eve of
President Mikhail Gorbachev's meeting
with the pope in Rome, the first time in
history that any Soviet leader was to
meet with the pope.
The writer of that piece was tipped off
about the situation in Ukraine when one
of the staff translators was flipping
through the pages of Ogonyok, a pro–
gressive magazine published in Mos–
cow, and spotted a story on it. Newspaper and Tv editors green lighted the
story, aided no doubt by the fact that
one of the items on the pope's agenda
was the legalization of the Ukrainian
Church.
This incident illustrates the excep–
tion rather than the rule. The majority
of the other articles on the Ukrainian
Church appeared due to the diligent
efforts of the Rome-based Ukrainian
press liaison whose primary goal is to
ensure complete accuracy and widespread coverage of this controversial
issue.
The Ukrainian community would do
well by using this press contact in Rome
as a model for what could be acheived in
Moscow.
Without acknowledging their own
culpability in this problem and without
implementing the specific measures
outlined above, Ukrainians will con–
tinue to be outsiders. By positioning a
full-time press spokesman in Moscow
who speaks English and by taking direct
responsibility for alerting the media
well in advance of significant events,
only then will Ukrainians be guaranteed
a fair share of exposure in the interna–
tional community.

THE UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION

ТАБІР ПТАШАТ

is sponsoring

Ukrainian National Association Estgte
Foordmore Road, Kerhonkson, N.Y. 12446 ^ (314) 626-5641
^ Таборова оплата: за 6 днів - S45; за 7 днів - S55.
І Зголошення і таборову оплату (чек виписаний на Plast - Pershi Stezi) надсилати до: Mrs. Neoriila Sochan, 53 Brinkerhoff St., Jersey City,N.J. 07304
ten. (201) 434-1017
^ Реченець зголошень: 30-го квітня 1990 p.
^ Табір є обмежений до ЗО Д4тей тижнево.

AN ESSAY and A POSTER CONTEST
Open to: adults - 16 and over and youth - under 16
Topic for each contest: "What Does Bat'ko Soyuz (UNA) Mean To Me?"
Essay may be written m English or Ukrainian, it must be maximum 300 words for adults and 200 words
for youth, and will be judged on aptness of thought and sincerity.
Poster must be your impression of BAT'KO SOYUZ (UNA personified) on white 8У2" x 11" paper.
F1RST PR1ZE - FREE TWO-DAY STAY' at Soyuzivka for TWO
SECOND PR1ZE - UKRA1NE: A Concise Encyklopaedia, M 1 S 2
TH1RD PR1ZE - H1ST0RY OF UKRA1NE, by Hrushevsky
plus other prizes and incentives.
limitations apply
W1NNERS W1LL BE ANNOUNCED at the UNA CONvENTlON, May 28 -

КАРТА ЗГОЛОШЕННЯ НА ТАБІР ПТАШАТ-90
Ім'я і прізвище дитини
по-українському і по-ангпійському
Дата народження .
Адреса
Телефон

,.......

О від 1-го до 7-го липня (6 днів)

С від 7-го до 14-го липня (7 днів)

О Резервую кімнату на Союзівці
Завваги

June 1, 1990.

ALL ESSAYS AND POSTERS, MUST BE SUBM1TTED W1TH THE OFF1C1AL ENTRY FORM (below) by
APR1L 16, 1990 and must be forwarded to the UNA as follows:
For additional information contact the Fraternal Activities Coordinator.
. .C1AL ENTRY FORM:
.0: Fraternal Activities Coordinator
Here is my essayXposter, prepared to the above instructions.
Address:
(Please check off the applicable box and complete.)
ESSAY7P0STER CONTEST
(
) 1 am a member of UNA Branch ff
Fraternal Activities Coordinator
(
) і am not a member.
Ukrainian National Association
My name
30 Montgomery St. 3rd fl.
Date of birth
..
Jersey City, NJ. 07302
My address
Tel. (201) 451-2200 Ext. 56

Tel. No

,......
Parents' name (father)
(mother)
Ім'я і прізвище батька або матері
”

л

- Гїгдгтие

-

----- -

BrothersAister's name
^Brothervsister's name'4'"'"1

Date of birth
Date of birth
Date of birth
Date of birth
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the UNA's growth over the years.
During the meeting, Mr. Pryhoda,
one of the UNA's most dedicated
secretaries, was warmly applauded as
the New York District champion for
having organized 24 new members.
Other organizers were: Zenobia Zary–
cky, eight members; Emilia Sanotska,
Alexandra Juzeniw and Dr. Mykola
Schpetko, five each; Dr. Roman Holiat,
Evstachia Milanytch and Michael
Sawycky, four each; Mr. Flis, Dr.
Sierant, Mrs. Dushnyck and Alex
Chudolij, three each; others had lesser
numbers.
Mr. Sochan evaluated the differences
between the fraternal associations and
the commercial insurance companies.
The UNA, he stated, helps the commu–
nity in America and in Ukraine; therefore it is incumbent on us all to ensure
the continuing success of the UNA. He
asked: Have we done everything pos–
sible so that the UNA may carry on its
The p r e s i d i n g c h a i r m a n , Mr. invaluable beneficent work? Mr. So–
Wynnyk, then called on Mr. Flis to chan added that the UNA is constantly
address the meeting. The UNA presi– instituting changes in order to compete
dent reminded delegates to the UNA with commercial insurance carriers.
Mrs. Dushnyck spoke of the fraternal
quadrennial convention, to be held in
Baltimore starting-May 28, that in actions to be performed by UNA
keeping with tradition they are each branches, in order to meet the require–
expected to bring at least 10 applica– ments for tax-free fraternals. She
tions with them. The speaker stated that suggested there is now a great opportu–
although the UNA gained almost S9 nity for branches to fulfill these frater–
million in new insurance,the member- nal obligations by sending various types
ship rolls continued a downward trend of aid to Ukraine and to the Children of
due to the normal loss of members, Chornobyl Relief Fund and Rukh.
At this, his first meeting with the New
which can only be offset by a greater
influx of new members, in contrast to York group, Mr. Drance, who has wide
its organizing situation, the UNA is experience in the insurance field, stated
steadily advancing financially. UNA that although these are difficult times
assets were 564,318,371, although over- there are exceptional opportunities
all assets are about Si00 million, if we extant. He also defined the UNA's
count the UNA building, Soyuzivka, superior solvency in comparison with
the UNA share in the Paulus Hook other fraternals. Mr. Drance's remarks
were received enthusiastically, with
Corp. etc.
Mr. Flis outlined the UNA's income several secretaries ready to seek his aid
and
professional knowledge.
and expenses, dividends paid out,
in conclusion, Mr. Spontak thanked
scholarships, donations to the commu–
nity and support to its publications. No all for his re-election and greeted Dr.
new promissory notes are being accept– Sierant, treasurer of Self-Reliance credit
ed at this time but present holders may union which cooperates with the New
increase the amount of their notes, he York District Committee. The chairsaid. He acknowledged the tribulations man outlined several plans for 1990 as
of secretaries and organizers and well as a pre-convention conclave with
praised those who have contributed to delegates. A reception followed.

New York

(Continued from page 5)
Germaniuk, head of the auditing com–
mittee, recommended that a vote of
confidence be given the outgoing offi–
cers which was accepted.
The nominating committee then
presented its proposed slate which was
elected unanimously: Mr. Spontak,
chairman; ivan Yaremchuk and Dr.
Wasyl Luchkiw, vice-chairmen; Mr.
Juzeniw, secretary; and Mr. Choma,
treasurer.
Committee chairpersons are: Mr.
Lewenetz and Mrs. Dushnyck, press;
Mr. Chuma and Sam Liteplo, program;
Mr. Pryhoda and Marion Klymyshyn,
organizing; Roman Forostyna and
Myron Zalipsky, members-at-large.
The auditing committee is to be headed
by Mr. Germaniuk, with members
Taras Schumylowych and Mr. Kostiw.

growing from year to year. UNA assets
have increased to 564,319,371 from
563,253,000 at the end of 1988, after
(Continued from page 5)
payment of a record high dividend of
books and thanked Mrs. Woloshyn for almost 51.5 million.
arranging such an elegant dinner dance
Over 5118,000 was granted as scho–
last year. Good comments were heard
larships to needy UNA students and that
from all.
amount grew to 5504,000 over the last
Mrs. Woloshyn reported that two five-year period. Mrs. Diachuk remind–
branches had merged with Branch 348. ed those present at the meeting that the
The nominating committee consisting deadline for accepting such applications
of Helen Senediak, Mike Yurchison, was on March 31.
Eugene Woloshyn and Helen Chuey
The second speaker was Supreme
proposed nominees for the new officers, Advisor Szmagala. He reported on
and by unanimous voice they were the UNA Office in Washington, esta–
elected. After election of the new blished in 1988. One of the three
officers, Mrs. Woloshyn introduced employees currently working at that
Ulana Diachuk, supreme treasurer, office is Maria Lischak from Youngswho reported on the status of UNA at town, Ohio, a dedicated young person
the end of 1989.
and an asset to that office.
The Youngstown District Committee
The UNA office has already esta–
Branches organized 25 new members blished its presence in the Washington
insured for the sum of Si28,000. On area and the offices of many senators
average,each policy was for S5,120. The and congressmen are calling for infor–
organizing quota was fulfilled to the mation about the UNA and the Ukrai–
extent of S3 percent. Mrs. Diachuk nian community. Our Washington
extended her thanks and appreciation Office has a large agenda and serves the
to Branch 230 secretary, Annabelle needs of every Ukrainian but especially
Borowicky, who was able to organize 15 our members, he noted.
new members. Also Mrs. Senediak of
The meeting was concluded with a
Branch 274 was successful in organizing question-and-answer period covering
four members. Mrs. Makar and Mrs. many subjects of interest to the partici–
Woloshyn of Branch 348 were instru– pants at the meeting.
mental in signing up three members
each.
Mrs. Diachuk further reported that
in 1989 1,410 new members joined the
UNA insured for a total sum of S8,987,000.
The average amount of insurance was
50,373. The amount of insurance , i?

Youngstown
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Culture..
(Continued from page 5)
Picasso, Renoir, van Gogh and
Cezanne, too.
^ Baltimore Zoo and Children's
Zoo - Home to more than 250
species of animals.
^ Little italy - Overflowing with
tempting restaurants, this is one of
Baltimore's most colorful neighbor–
l hoods.
ь Lexington Market - Establish–
ed in 1782, it is filled with aisles of
stalls offering the freshest and finest
І of foods. A potpourri of culinary
; delights, it includes raw bars, delis
І and ethnic foods.
^ Phillips Seafood Restaurant at
І Harborplace - voted Baltimore's
l favorite seafood restaurant. And if
you're not in the mood for seafood,

there are plenty of Chinese, French,
German, Greek, italianand Mexican
eateries in town.
^ Druid Hill Park - Dedicated in
i860, this is Baltimore's largest park,
covering 600 acres.
^ Washington Monument - a
178-foot white marble column, this
was the first formal monument to
George Washington. Commissioned
in 1815 and completed in 1829.
^ Mount vernon Place - De–
signated a national landmark, this
elegant district is embellished with
civic monuments, elegant town
houses, cultural institutions and
churches.
^ Walters Art Gallery - A jewel
among museums. A re-creation of an
italian Renaissance Palazzo, the
Walters Art Gallery was built in
1907. Houses Egyptian artifacts,
medieval armor and other artifacts.

PACKAGES TO UKRAINE
Low cost electronics:
VCR'S

RADIOS
VIDEO CAMERAS
JVC ' TOSHIBA ' AKAI - SONY
PANASONIC - HITACHI ' SHARP
All electronics on European system - 220v 50760HZ
' Full service center accepting packages of all clothing new and used, food products, and all other household use products.
" Also carrying complete line of Ukrainian gift items; Books, records, porcelain
items, wood artifacts, Easter items, etc...
" Mail order anywhere in the United States
0
Will accept phone orders for shipments to the Ukraine
CALL TO ORDER OR FOR ADD1T10NAL 1NF0RMAT10N.

UKRAINIAN GIFT SHOP
11758 Mitchell, Hamtramck, Michigan 48212 m (313) 892-6563

THE GREAT
FAMINE
IN UKRAINE:
THE UNKNOWN
HOLOCAUST

THE GREAT FAM1NE
I N UKRAINE:
the unknown holocaust

Compiled and edited by
the editors of
The Ukrainian Weekly
Published by
the Ukrainian National Association
Available only from
SvOBODA PRESS, 3 0 M o n t g o m e r y St., Jersey City, N.J. 0 7 3 0 2
Price: $5.00
N.lResidents - please add 696 sales tax.

І 1KRA1N1
LH

-A CONC1S

, IKRAINE
-A CONC1SE

U N I V E R S I T Y OF
TORONTO PRESS

ENCYCLOPEDIA
volume 1 and 11

You can obtain both volumes for only 1170.00
including Postage.
ORDER NOW
U K R A I N I A N N A T I O N A L ASSOCIATION, inc.
3 0 Montgomery Street, Jersey City, N.J. 0 7 3 0 2
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Associated Press. "The problem is
evolving in a manner we judge positive,"
said chief vatican spokesman Joaquin
(Continued from page 1)
Navarro.
supported by a letter written by leaders
However, the report also stated that
of various western Ukrainian organiza– the Ukrainian Catholic Church leaders
tions.
in Ukraine are taking a harder line than
The March 10 letter, addressed to the vatican, which is represented, in this
Archbishop Sterniuk and signed by case, by two Ukrainian Catholic
Orest viokh, (Rukh), ihor Yukhnov– hierarchs.
sky (Memorial), ivan Gel (Committee
Confusion in the proceedings began
for the Defense of the Ukrainian Catho– from day one, as the vatican represen–
lic Church), Bohdan Horyn (Ukrainian tatives arrived in Kiev and the Russian
Helsinki Union), and Mykhailo Batih Orthodox hierarchs decided to begin
(editor of Lenihska Molod), to name negotiations in that Ukrainian capital
but a few signatories, urges the Ukrai– city as opposed to Lviv, the seat of the
nian Catholic hierarch and other mem– Ukrainian Catholic Church in Ukraine.
bers of this quadripartite commission,
According to a detailed report issued
who "realize the lack of God's truth in by Archbishop Sulyk, upon the vatican
the proceedings—which have as their delegation's arrival in Kiev, a telegram
aim to procrastinate and keep the status was sent to the two Ukrainian Greek
quo - to leave the talks as a sign of Catholic hierarchs to summon them to
protest."
Kiev from Lviv.
"Of the 14 points that were on the
The Ukrainian Catholic Press Bureau
Archbishop's agenda, not one was based in Rome issued a statement on
raised, during quadripartite commis– March 7, which states: "Sources in
sion meetings and the archbishop, who Ukraine reported that Yuriy Reshetylo,
hadrightfully regarded the Ukrainian head of the Council of Religious Affairs
Catnolic Church as an equal partner in of the region of Lviv, came to the home
the negotiations, saw that the talks of Archbishop voiodymyr Sterniuk, the
could not continue until the Ukrainian Lviv representative of the head of the
Catholic Church was recognized as a Ukrainian Catholic Church Cardinal
legalized institution," said the Rev. Myroslav ivan Lubachivsky and head
Yaroslav Chukhniy, pastor of Transfi– of the Ukrainian Catholic delegation to
guration Church in Lviv during a the commission, at 17:00 hours (5 p.m.)
telephone interview with The Weekly on in the evening of March 6. Mr. Re–
Thursday, March 29.
shetylo had with him two train tickets
The four-party talks brought to– and a telegram from Archbishop Ma–
gether representatives of the Ukrainian rusyn, head of the vatican delegation to
Catholic Church in Ukraine, a vatican the commission. The telegram informed
delegation appointed by Pope John the 83-year old Archbishop Sterniuk
Paul 11 (Archbishop Miroslav Ma– that he and the other member of the
rusyn, secretary of the Congregation of Ukrainian Catholic delegation were to
the Eastern Churches, and Archbishop travel to Kiev on the night train for talks
Stephen Sulyk, metropolitan of Ukrai– the next day.
nian Catholics in the United States),
Ukrainian Catholic Church officials
and two Orthodox delegations corn- in Lviv expressed concern that the
posed of the Russian Orthodox location of the first mixed commission
Church's Moscow Patriarchate and the meeting was changed so suddenly and
newly formed Ukrainian Orthodox that the Ukrainian delegation would be
Church, which still is subject to the tired for the first days of talks, reported
jurisdiction of the Moscow Patriarchate the Ukrainian Catholic Press Bureau.
and is not to be^confused with the
According to Archbishop Sulyk's
Ukrainian Autocephalous Orthodox
report, before quadrilateral commis–
Church.
sion talks began, three delegations of
Now, two weeks after the first round the commission (excepl for the Ukrai–
of talks was halted, a murky picture nian Catholics who had not yet arrived)
emerges, on the one hand, of the went to visit Mykola Kolesnyk, the
machinations of the Russian Orfliodox head of the Council of Religious Affairs
Church that is struggling to maintain its in Ukraine, who explained the govern–
control over spiritual life in western ment's stand regarding the legalization
Ukraine and, on the other, of the of the Ukrainian Catholic Church.
steadfastness and strong convictions of
"He told us that our quadrilateral
the Ukrainian Catholic hierarchs who
came out of the catacombs almost three commission was to examine the con–
troversies of each parish, decide to
years ago.
whom a given church building belong–
initial statements from the vatican, ed and write a protocol for every parish.
issued on Tuesday, March 20, noted that The protocol would then be sent to Kiev
the "vatican is pleased with the pro– and forwarded to Moscow, where the
gress in efforts to legalize the Ukrainian commission's decisions would be ap–
Catholic Church in the Soviet Union," proved, which in turn, would automati–
reported victor L. Simpson of the cally register a given parish and thus
legalize it. Such a process of legaliza–
tion would take years to complete,"
reported Archbishop Sulyk.
(Continued from page 2)
he signed the March 8 statement ap–
On March 7, the actual work of the
pealing for public support of the group's commission began and a joint state–
initiative to establish a party seeking ment was issued (see Weekly, March
Ukraine's total independence possibly 18). However, according to the Rev.
through secession from the Soviet Chukhniy, Archbishop Sterniuk did
Union. He said he signed the document not agree with the statement, which
in support of several of its positive used the wording: "it is urgently neces–
aspects, particularly its emphasis on sary to regulate the situation in the
total Ukrainian independence. The fact churches seized by Catholics of the
that this was the initiative of a group of Eastern Rite without the agreement of
Communist Party members published the given communities."
in an official newspaper for republicOn Thursday, March 8, the commis–
wide public consumption impressed sion began its work on what Archhim, he said.
bishop Sulyk refers to as the "logistics
During the first half of the congress in of deciding each particular problem of
Khust, which was devoted to a comme– controversy." He reported:
moration of the 51st anniversary of
"Archbishop ireney (Seredny) of
Subcarpathian Ukraine's declaration of Lviv and Drohobych, a (Ukrainian
independence, Mr. Drach delivered an Orthodox) member of the commission,
address, which called for making the had ample documentation for each
date, March 15, a national holiday.
matter to be discussed.

Unwavering Ukrainian...

Rukh...

"

7"
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"On the second day ot the discussions
Archbishop voiodymyr insisted on
deciding the matter of returning St.
George's Cathedral in Lviv to the
Ukrainian Catholic Church, in re–
sponse, Metropolitan Methodiy, the
head of the Orthodox delegation, said
that the matter of St. George's and other
churches in Lviv was not included in the
competency of their delegation and that
more than likely this matter would be
decided by a larger commission cornposed of more highly placed represen–
tatives from both sides."
Ukrainian Catholic Church sources
expressed concern over the direction of
the talks. They noted that representa–
tives of the Moscow Patriarchate and
the Ukrainian Orthodox Church in
Ukraine have taken a less than concilia–
tory position. At one point, sources
reported, when the vatican and Ukrai–
nian Catholic delegations asked to
begin discussions on the return of the
Cathedral of St. George in Lviv to
Ukrainian Catholics, the Orthodox
delegations threatened to break off the
talks, reported the press bureau in
Rome.
"We believe that the Orthodox are,
unfortunately, trying to manipulate the
situation," one high Church source in
Ukraine told the press bureau. "They
are aware that these visitations and the
division of property are based on the
expressed wishes of the faithful of each
church. By tampering with the schedule
that has been announced, they are
attempting to keep Ukrainian Catholic
faithful from meeting with the delega–
tions and asking for their churches."
Faithful from throughout Ukraine
have reportedly sent telegrams to both
Pope John Paul H and Cardinal
Lubachivsky, head of the Ukrainian
Catholic Church, expressing their
concern that the Russian Ortho–
dox are not sincere in their approach to
these talks, reported the Ukrainian
Catholic Press Bureau.
According to Archbishop Sulyk's
report:
"On Friday, March 9, the commis–
sion went to Zolochiv to make an onthe-spot investigation of local churches.
On the return trip to Lviv, Archbishop
Marusyn and the other Catholic mem–
bers of the commission stopped in the
village of Kniazhe, the birthplace of the
archbishop. He visited the gravesites of
his parents.
"The commission's plans to visit
ivano-Frankivske on Saturday, March
10, did not take place because of a
disagreement. The same problem exist–
ed with a proposed trip to Mykolayiv
near Lviv. Finally they agreed and went
to visit two churches in Stryi," said
Archbishop Sulyk's report.
Ukrainian Catholic sources report
that the Orthodox delegations changed
the schedule of visitations several times
during the trips, thereby creating a
chaotic мій confusing situation for the
faithful waiting to speak with the
vatican delegation, said the Rome
bureau.
it was not until noon, on March 12,
six days after the arrival of the vatican
delegation in Ukraine that the vatican
delegation had an opportunity to meet
with Ukrainian Catholic bishops of
Ukraine. Reported Archbishop Sulyk:
"The meeting was held in the same
quarters where all the commission
meetings were conducted, it was a warm
and unforgettable moment because it
afforded us an opportunity to get to
know one another as members in
Christ's episcopacy and as brothers in
blood and faith; this was true hot only
for the two bishops who had come from
abroad but also for some of those from
Ukraine who had no opportunity as yet
to meet one another."
On Monday afternoon, March 12,
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Ukrainian Orthodox Archbishop Ma–
kariy of ivano-Frankivske, attended the
meeting in order to discuss the designa–
tion of churches in his city. Archbishop
Sulyk pointed out that an ensuing
three-hour discussion resulted in no
concrete solutions of the problems
presented.
He reported on the final day of
negotiations, stating:
"Tuesday's agenda included only a
morning session in order to permit the
participants to prepare for their return
to Moscow from Lviv. The main topic
was the preparation of a mutual state–
ment for the press. After hours of
discussion the statement was signed by
Archbishop Marusyn (on behalf of the
Catholic delegates) and by Metropo–
litan Methodiy (for his Orthodox
counterparts).
"However, before the discussions on
the mutual statement were completed,
Archbishop Sterniuk arose, turned to
the members of the commission and
said (the following quotation is almost
verbatim): 'Dear Bishops. We on this
commission attempted to complete a
task which perhaps has pleased some.
We, however, did not attempt to do that
which would have pleased our Church.
And our Church awaits from us ga–
thered here, from our representatives of
the Holy See, from the Orthodox and
from ourselves, more than just the
division of churches. Yesterday 1 gave
the Orthodox bishops my plan for such
work, my 15 demands. Today 1 gave a
copy of my demands to the vatican
representatives. These demands are so
crucial to our Church that, without
their implementation, 1 no longer can
participate in this Commission.' And
with these words, he left the room.
"Since Archbishop Sterniuk's de–
parture meant that the commission no
longer had its full membership, its work
came to an end. The text of the mutual
statement was accepted; reporters who
were waiting outside the chamber were
invited in and the text was read to them.
This concluded the work of the qua–
drilateral commission," wrote Archbishop Sulyk.
it should also be noted that the
commission had only one secretary
from the Russian Orthodox Church
documenting all the proceedings, reported an eyewitness from the United
States.
Many questions remain unanswered
in relation to the work of the quadri–
partite commission, including what the
future will bring. When reached by
telephone by The Weekly on Wednes–
day, March 28, Archbishop Sulyk
refused to offer any further answers,
stating that all he will say is written up in
the eight-page report quoted extensive–
ly in this article.
Speaking for Cardinal Lubachivsky,
the Ukrainian Catholic Press Bureau
reported that both the vatican delega–
tion that participated in the quadripar–
tite negotiations, as well as high-placed
vatican officials, among them Cardinal
Johannes Willebraijds and Edward
Cassidy were well aware of the gist of
the 14 points, if not the 14 points
themselves.
"if anything, the 14-point statement,
which has been presented at a number
of vatican meetings dating as far back
as December 1989, was intended to
show the union between the Ukrainian
Greek Catholic Church and the Holy
See as one that is strong, supportive and
intact, it was never meant to show
diversity between the Ukrainian Catho–
lie Church and the vatican. On the
contrary, they wanted to underscore the
fact th.fi.-– ii.ey were united with Rome
and thb: was their position," said a
spokesperson for the press bureau.
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from certain that a politically indepen–
dent Ukraine would be able to attract
major investment from the West, in–
(Continued from page 2)
on the possibility of forming a party vestors might be interested more in a
based on complete political indepen– developing economy with plentiful
dence for Ukraine implies that the natural resources rather than a heavily
Soviet authorities must now at least developed economy, in which easily
consider the prospect of losing its accessible resources have been depleted,
economic heartland. And more ques– indeed, by this same token, the Russian
tions are surfacing. How is Ukraine to republic would appear a more viable
deal with its current debt; or the con– option. The fact that East European
tinuing and mounting costs of Chor– countries are seeking similar investment
nobyl, with its new evacuations; or the hardly helps Ukraine's chances.
Another difficulty is the uncertain
financing of better health facilities; or
the enormous expenses entailed in concept and reality of Ukrainian statereprofiling ecologically dangerous hood. Economically, Ukraine has been
enterprises or inserting water purifica– treated by Moscow as a republic made
tion systems? While over the long term, up of several, quite different regions.
Ukraine is economically viable (in One could apply historical and cultural
theory), the immediate future appears analogies to the economic concept.
to carry a real danger of an economic Language and traditions are thus di–
verse; it is not always easy to discern
collapse.
Rukh's response to such questions is possible unifying factors in cities such as
as follows: the major step must be the Donetske, Odessa and Lviv (other,
creation of a market economy, based on perhaps, than a common disgruntle–
strong foreign investment. Yet it is far ment with the existing party apparatus).
Even the March elections to local
Soviets and the Ukrainian SSR Su–
preme Soviet demonstrated voters'
uncertainty and the relative lack of
(Continued from page 10)
unity among Ukrainians. However,
such
differences historically have not
On Sunday, November 11, Mrs.
Petryshyn spoke about her visit to always precluded the emergence of
Ukraine, her impressions of the state of nationhood, as the example of Yugo–
arts there, and showed slides. Those of slavia after the first world war indicates.
the Ukrainian steppes near Donetske
Yet if the secession of Ukraine from
especially fascinated the audience.
the union is today talked of openly, and
may be said to be closer than ever
This exhibit was important not only before, the economic and political
from the point of view of artistic uncertainties can only render such a
achievement, but also because of its transition increasingly complex. Again,
sponsors — the young members of the prospects may be tantalizing to
the dancing ensemble Hromovytsia. it ' many, but there looms the danger of
was as if the artist and those young calamitous short-term failure.
HUCULKA
people had met in the Garden of
it has not escaped the attention of
icon 8L Souvenir's Distribution
Epicurus, forming a circle of friends Ukrainians, however, that most of the
2860 Buhre Ave. Suite 2R
:
seeking
beauty
as
a
means
for
a
happy
^ Шгтх, ЖШЄі
impediments to a sovereign Ukraine
REPRESENWTivE and WHOLESALER of EMBROtDERED BLOUSES
life. And although all the members of have been placed there precisely be–
for ADULTS and CH1LDREH
Hromovytsia contributed to the cause of the republic's treatment as the
Tel. (212) 931-1579
success of this event, the director of the economic backbone of the USSR: the
ensemble, Roxana Dyky-Pyiypchak factory and the granary that provided
and member Roxana Markewych de- the impetus for Stalin's five-year plans.
serve special credit for this project. Ail
proceeds from the event were donated
rorestburg - Glen Spey, N.Y.
to the building fund of the Cultural
^ординський, Пастушенко
Center of Ss. Yoiodymyr and Oiha,
Смаль
COTTAGE

Minicourse...

(Continued from page 8)
to terms with one's world and with
oneself, all of the speakers were essen–
tially in agreement with Prof. Ro–
zumnyj's statement that "... with her
language, images, aphorisms, insights
and historical facts interwoven with
surreal codes and symbols, Kostenko
creates not only a philosophical genera–
lization of difficulties moments in
history and human events, but also a
unique Ukrainian variant of these" namely, her poetic masterpieces.
The final reading from her newest
book "Selected Works," (Kiev, 1989)
was by the Ms. Kostenko herself. For
those who were fortunate to be there, the
symposium was an intense and rare
event — one at which every minuscule
aspect of the artist and the thinker was
scrutinized, analyzed and exhalted - in
the presence of the poet. The recurring
themes of loss of historical memory,
betrayal, personal and communal vi–
sion and destiny, touched deeply. As did
the impressions of the poet who has
become the conscience, spokesman and
historian of the nation.
But in retrospect, it is Prof. Struk's
concluding reflections that keep ringing
loud and clear, as 1 nod sadly, in
agreement:
"One keeps hoping that this weight of
responsibility placed on the shoulders of
the poet is not a generic feature of
Ukrainian poets but is directly related
to political circumstance. Perhaps
someday, Ukrainian poets, too, will not
have any special behests...They will just
be."

An independent...

Chicago hosts...

S1NCE 1928

SENKO FUNERAL HOMES
New York's only Ukrainian family owned A
operated funeral homes
^ Traditional Ukrainian services personally
conducted
^ Funerals arranged throughout Bklyn, Bronx,
New York, Queens, Long island, etc.
^ Holy Spirit, St. Andrews Cem. 8t all others
international shipping
^ Pre-need arrangements
Senko Funeral Home Hempstead Funeral Home
213 Bedford Ave. 89 Peninsula Blvd.
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11211 Hempstead, N.Y. 11550
1-718-3SS4416
1-516481-7460
24 HOURS 7 DAYS A WEEK

N T E L L І G
A G E N C Y

Translation
Opportunities
Joint Publications Research Ser–
vice, a component of the Central
intelligence Agency, is seeking to
contract with experienced transla–
tors to translate Ukrainian into Eng–
lish at home. Applicants must have
excellent knowledge of both
Ukrainian and English, and possess
an ІВМ-compatible computer. Rates
are based on translation ability and
substantive expertise. Postage and
other specified expenses are reim–
bursable, and toll-free telephone
and FAX numbers are provided.
Terminology assistance is available.
No travel is necessary either to
apply or to translate. Please submit
a resume including your education,
field(s) of specialization, translation
experience, and the type of compu–
ter you have to the following
address: Joint Publications
Research Service (DF03), P.O. Box
12507, Arlington, virginia 22209.

a,e. srnal Ь co
insurance -

Real Estate

Residential ш Commercial ш industrial
investment
Auto m Life m Bonds

BUY U.S.
SAVINGS
BONDS
:
orthe current rate call... g
f-800-US-BONDS

with 50 ft of lake ?rontf 2 bedrooms, living
roomr neweat-in-kitchen, remodeled bathroom. 16 ft x 16 ft -t new roofed porch.
Owner asking S75,000.
(914) 638-2181

1733 Springfield Avenue
Maplewood, N.J. 07040

(201) 761-7500

SMORODSKY 8c STAWNYCHY, P.A.

SKIN

GEORGE P. STAS1UK

DISEASES

HAS BECOME ASSOClATED W1TH THE F1RM

S K I N CANCER

DISEASES

HAIR LOSS
COLLAGEN 1NJECT10NS
and
W R I N K L E TREATMENTS

JACOB
BARAL,M.D.
American Dermatology
Center

(212) 247-1700
210

C e n t r a l Park S o u t h
N e w Y o r k , N.Y.
(bet. B'way 8. 7th Ave.)
Open on Saturday
Medicare Accepted
8y Appt. Only
Find us fast in the NYNEX Yellow Pages

CELEBRATE
SPRING

IN
UKRAINE!
MAY 2 4 - JUNE 12,1990
(twenty-day tour)

COUNCELLORS AT LAW
TAKE; PLEASURE IN ANNOUNCING THAT

VENEREAL

We will respond within 30 days to those judged to be
of further interest. The CfA is an equal opportunity
employer.

4 6 Bayard Street

8 5 Orient Way
Rutherford, N J . 0 7 0 7 0

New Brunswick, N J . 08901

(201) 939-1999

HOUSE OF SP1CES
4605 N. 6th Street -

Philadelphia, Pa. 19140

(215) 455-6870
WE CARRY ALL 220 v APPL1ANCES
PAL, SECAM, 8. NTSC vCR'S, CAMCORDERS, T v S , STEREO'S, ETC.
National Panasonic M7 - PAL7Secam video camera
Toshiba 8. Sharp PAl7Secam vCR's
Sharp, Sony, Panasonic 1107220 volt Double cassette stereo's
jvc, Sony, Grunding multisystem Tv's
Casio, Yamaha keyboards - by order

CALL FOR THE BEST PR1CES ANYWHERE
WE SH1P BY UPS -

C.O.D. CASH

WE CONVERT VIDEOTAPES FROM SECAM TO NTSC A NTSC TO SECAM

Tour cost: 52,795фегеоп, based on
double occupancy, minimum 20 participants

vasyl Palijczuk, Professor of Art at
Western Maryland College, will be
leading this tour which will have a spe–
dal emphasis on art, architecture and
folk culture of seven cities, including
Kiev, Lviv, Odessa, the ancient monas–
tery of Pochaiv, Ternopii, Leningrad
and Moscow. The tour will also offer
an insight into village life, including an
overnight stay in the Carpathians and a
visit to two Hutsul villages.
Tour members will enjoy Spring art fes–
tivals in several cities, and throughout
the tour, there will be visits to artist's
studios, private collections, galleries
and museums.
The tour will be bilingual, open to all
age groups. For students, three col–
iege credits are available through
Western Maryland College.
Tour arrangements are being made by
professional travel agent and TWG
member Zoya Hayuk, who organized
TWGs trip to Ukraine last fall.
For further information, contact: vasyl
Palijczuk, 3 0 W 5 7 - 2 5 9 6 or 2599 or Zoya
Hayuk ; 3017666-8544 or write to: vasyl
Palijczuk Art Department, Western Maryland
College Westminster, MD 21157
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Did your Mother"
come from
— Ukraine?
There are many benefits which
only members of the U k r a i n i a n
National Association can enjoy.
U.N.A. is a fraternal organiza–
tion which has been serving families
for 96 years in 16 states (including
NY, NJ, PA and CT) and six Cana–
dian Provinces. W e provide a broad
array of benevolent, cultural and
fraternal services.
Our life insurance contracts are
very attractive, too. Our financial
position is among the strongest in the
industry. W e now issue policies up to
1500,000.
W e continue to reach out to
Americans and Canadians whose
ancestry is from Ukraine or other
Slavic lands. Are you one?

PREVIEW OF EVENTS
April 6
MORR1STOWN, N.J.: The Nova
Chamber Ensemble will present its
final concert of the 1989-90 concert series
at 8 p.m. at the Church of the Assump–
tion, 91 Maple Ave. The program will
feature works by Bruch, Bartok and
Mozart. The performers include clarine–
tist Karl Herman, violinist Christopher
Lee, violist Christine Terhuneand pianist
Laryssa Krupa. Suggested donations are
S10 for adults, S5 for senior citizens and
S3 for students. For more information
call Ms. Krupa, (201) 539-4937 or the
church, (201) 539-2141.
BALT1MORE; The Baltimore-Odessa
Sister City Committee and the
Maryland Port Administration will
present a conference on "Emerging
Opportunities for Trade with the Soviet
Union," 8:30 a.m. to 6 p.m. in the
Constellation Room, 21st floor, The
World Trade Center. The conference will
feature a variety of speakers from the
private and public sectors. Registration is
S80 per person. For more information
call Sharon D. Credit, (301) 576-4105.
April 7

^or your father or grandparent or
spouse.
if you would like to join UNA and
be insured with us, fill in the coupon
below and send it to:
Director of Marketing
Ukrainian National Association
30 Montgomery Street
Jersey City, NJ 07302

Ukrainian National Association, inc.
-Our Tenth Decade of Service–

1
Yes! І would like to lorn the UNA
І and be insured with you. Send me
l more information.
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PITTSBURGH: Branch 27 of the
Ukrainian National Women's League of
America will sponsor a presentation by
Maria Shust, director of The Ukrainian
Museum in New York, on the museum
and its collection of Ukrainian folk arts
and crafts, at 3 p.m. at Sheptytsky Arms.
The public is invited.
April 7-8
EL1ZABETH, N.J.: Branch 24 of the

Ukrainians in USSR...
(Continued from page 1)
tic Bloc, told Reuters news agency on
M a r c h 29 t h a t the d e m o n s t r a t i o n
planned for Lviv would go on as sche–
duled despite the ban.
Bohdan Nahaylo of Radio Liberty in
Munich reported that in Kiev the Rukh
Secretariat announced on March 27
that the city authorities had refused a
March 20 request for authorization of a
public rally, but that Rukh's leadership
had decided to ignore the ban and to
stage the meeting.
At least four of the newly elected
deputies from Kiev to the Ukrainian
Supreme Soviet, including Rukh leader
lvan Drach, as well as almost 50 of the
newly elected deputies to the Kiev city
soviet, have issued a protest against the
ban on Saturday's meeting in the city,
reported Radio Liberty.
TASS reported that the Ukrainian
SSR government believes such meet–
lngs "could inflict damage on relations
between the republic and lead to a
c e s t a b i l i z a t n o n of t h e s i t u a t i o n in
Ukraine,'"
TASS also noted that the Central
Committee of the Communist Party of
Ukraine had stated in an appeal to the
working people of the republic that, "at
the present time, when the state leadership of the USSR is, on the basis of a
resolution of the USSR Congress of
People's Deputies, taking measures to

Q: What investment offers
Wcompetitive rates
Wgreat tax advantages
W complete safety
A: u.s. SAVINGS BONDS
THE GREAT AMERICAN INVESTMENT
1-800-US-BONDS

Ukrainian National Women's League of
America will hold its annual Easter
bazaar, 6-8 p.m. on Saturday, 8 a.m. to 2
p.m. on Sunday, at St. viadimir's School
Hall, 425 Grier Ave.
CARNEG1E, Pa.: The Ss. Peter and
Paul Senior Chapter of the Ukrainian
Orthodox League will hold its 24th
annual pysanka and food bazaar, noon
to 4 p.m. both days, in the parish au–
ditorium, Mansfield Boulevard. For
more information call (412) 276-0342.
April 8
PARMA, Ohio: The Brotherhood of St.
viadihiir's Ukrainian Orthodox Cathe–
dral will sponsor its annual Lenten
breakfast following the Sunday divine
liturgies. Tickets are 52.50 and may be
purchased at the door. During the breakfast a film from London of the Ukrainian
Millennium Concert of Religious Music
will be screened. For more information
call (216) 885-1509.

WH1PPANY, NJ.: Branch 61 of the
Ukrainian National Women's League of
America will hold its annual Easter
bazaar, featuring the sale of homemade
kovbasa, paska and babka, as well as an
exhibit and sale of Ukrainian Easter eggs,
10 a.m. to 2 p.m., in St. John's Ukrainian
Catholic Church hall on Route 10. The
public is invited.
April 18
V A N C O U V E R : The Ukrainian Carta–
dian Professional and Business Associa–
tion of vancouver will sponsor a dinner
evening with guest speaker Justice Ken–
neth Lysyk, supreme court judge for the
province of British Columbia, at 6 p.m. at
the Engineer's Club, 640 W. Pender. For
tickets and information call Stefan
Lemieszewski, (604) 665-7254 or 6887913 (evenings). The event is open to the
public.
ONGOING

CH1CAGO: The Lisovi Mavky Plast
Sorority here will hold its annual Ukrai–
nian Easter bazaar, 9:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
the Plast clubhouse, 2116 W. Chicago.
Traditional Easter eggs, ceramics and
greeting cards will be for sale.
JENK1NTOWN, P a . : The Manor
Junior College Ukrainian Heritage Stu–
dies Center will sponsor a Palm Sunday
Pysanky Expo, noon to 5 p.m. on the
college campus, Fox Chase Road and
Forrest Avenue. Featured will be py–
sanka-making demonstrations, educa–
tional displays, films and more. Admis–
sion is 51 for adults, 50c for children. For
more information call (215) 885-2360,
ext. 66.
find a way out of the political crisis that
has arisen in the Lithuanian Soviet
Socialist Republic, any attempts to
exert pressure on the course of this
process are harmful."
The statement went on to accuse
Rukh of trying to take advantage of the
situation "in order to inflame separatist
feelings, so as to shatter the USSR."
The decision of Rukh to hold rallies in
support of Lithuanian independence, it
said, is "irresponsible, adventurist and
provocative."
Lviv deputies' statement
in their March 27 statement, two
USSR deputies and 24 Ukrainian SSR
deputies gathered at the first meeting of
the Lviv Deputies Club, called on the
newly elected Ukrainian SSR Supreme
Soviet to recognize the independent
government of the Republic of Lithua–
nia. The a p p e a l a l s o called on the
Parliament, when it meets later this
spring at its first session, to declare that
Ukraine has no territorial or financial
claims on Lithuania and to call on other
Soviet republics to state the same.
Rukh position
The Grand Council of the Popular
Movement of Ukraine for Perebudova,
meeting on March 24 in Khust, western
Ukraine, issued a statement saying it
"warmly welcomes the decision of the
Lithuanian Supreme Council about the
renewal of an independent Lithuanian
state and its return to the family of free
countries of the world."
The Rukh statement also notes:
"We are conscious of the fact that the
democratic parliamentary way is the
only true path to freedom and indepen–
dence for every people, whose sovereign
rights have until now been suppressed.
We support the Lithuanian people's
struggle for their freedom. We are
convinced that such a decision is not

CAMBRlDGE, Mass.: More than 100
examples of pysanky will be on view at
the Cambridge Multicultural Arts Center
through April 27 in an exhibit titled
"Heralds of Spring," curated by Tamara
Nary. The exhibit, which will also feature
an egg-dying workshop at the center on
Saturday, April 7, is part of the center's
Spring Festival of Ukrainian Arts and is
co-sponsored by the Ukrainian Profes–
sionals Association of Boston. The
workshop on April 7 will run from 1 to 4
p.m. and will cost 55 for adults, 53 for
children age 10-12 and senior citizens.
Advance registration is required and may
be made by calling the center, (617) 5771400.
directed against any other country,
against any other nation of the USSR or
against any nationality which resides in
Lithuania.
"The Popular Movement of Ukraine
for P e r e b u d o v a c o n s i d e r s t h a t t h e
Supreme Council of the Lithuanian
Republic has been elected legally in full
compliance with the acting legislation of
L i t h u a n i a a n d the U S S R . F o r this
reason the Supreme Council of the
Lithuanian Republic is the real bearer
of its state sovereignty and the mouthpiece of the sovereignty of the Lithua–
nian people. The decision of the Lithua–
nianRepublic is legal from the point of
view of international law.
"The Popular Movement of Ukraine
for Perebudova strongly condemns the
decision of the third USSR Congress of
People's Deputies and the subsequent
decrees of the USSR president regard–
ing the legality of actions of the highest
organ of state power in Lithuania and
considers the measures of union organs
as violating the sovereign rights of the
people of Lithuania which encroach on
the state sovereignty of the Lithuanian
Republic. All questions which have a–
risen in relations between Lithuania and
the USSR should be resolved by peace–
ful means and according to the princi–
ples and norms of international law."5
Other statements of support
Reports of support for the Lithua–
nians are also coming in from other
Ukrainian cities, Radio Liberty noted,
in Kryvyi Rih, for instance, the local
Rukh organization has also called a
mass meeting on March 31.
The leadership of Yednist, the recent–
ly formed umbrella organization for
Ukraine's independent trade unions and
strike committees, which is based in
Kharkiv, has sent telegrams to Presi–
dents Landsbergis and Gorbachev
e x p r e s s i n g its s u p p o r t for the "just
demands of the Lithuanian people "

